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Thu fnsrusn Dailt Pause Is published every
morning, (Sunday* excepted I, at M,00 per year la advance, to which will be added twenty-five centa for
each three month, delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single cepiee three cento.
The M a lira Statu Panes ie published every Thnrsdsy morning, at 02.00 per annum in edranoe; *2.25
if paid within efn months; and *2.50; if payment be
delayed beyond the year.

Hates of Advertising!
Tbabiswwt AtvmTisuHutrrs. *1.00 per tqsmre,
throe insertions or lorn; exceeding three, end not
more time one week, *1X6 per square; 76 eents per
week niter. One square every other day one week,
*1.00; 50 eents per week after.
KUHiarrioirs, he, under head of AHcauHaaTa,

for

R.00 per square per week.
SraciAi. VoTicaa, *1 60 per
*1.00 per week after.
Busmans
per line for
cents.

square for first week,

Noticbs, In reading eolnmns, 12 eents
insertion. No charge loss than fifty

ene

Luoal Not tens at asaal ratea.
Advertisements Inserted in the Mama Statu
P»aas (which has a large circulation in every part o
the 8tate) for 88 cents per square in addition tn the
above ratea for ea«h Insertion.
Transient advertisements most be paid for in adranee.

s.

CT All comammentions intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qffke Press," and
those ofn business character to the Publishers.
H^Ttae Poutlaud Dailt and Mama Statu
PftBM Office, In Fox Block, No. 821 Exchange
Street, it often at nil hoars daring the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the
•

and Noyes, and was astonished that we had
so few sick.
Our hospital quarters consist of
two large wall tents, (juile new, joined to each
other, with a brick chimney and fireplace on
either flank. All the field officers including
the Chaplain have brick chimneys to their
tents, making them comfortable and cheerful.
The subject of consolidating old regiments
Is freely discussed here, and its necessity, both
as a measure of economy and
efficiency? generally admitted. Still it is a delicate subject
to handle.
Hut it is certainly an extravagant
use of money lo pay and sustain some 40commissioned officers to a regiment of less than
400 enlisted men (and our Maine regiments
will not average more than this) when this
number is sufficient to officer 1000 men.
Clearly it is the duly of the Government to consoil date or fill up the old regiments. Most of
our coinpaanies now have a file-closer to each
rank of four men, and unless something is
done, we shall soon have nothing left but corporals, sergeants, lieutenants and captains.
Gov. Coburn has shown wisdom, if he has
said what is here reported of him. that he will
issue no more commissions until the question
of filling up the old regiments is settled. In
heaven's name, give us no more officers, until
We have more men!
Em.eky.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
CAiir skar White Oak Church, I
Va-, Feb. 4, 1883.
j

To the Editor* of the Pre*» :
It occurs to the writer hereof, that a few
words from this locality may have an interest

for your readers. So here goes.
To some observations in my respecting the
conduct of the war, and outside criticism thereon, you have, in a kindly spirit, taken exceptions. While I am more than ever convinced
(by the character ol recent events) that my
views are in the main correct, yet I can well
understand why others should believe differently; and hence, I can see no bene tit to arise
from a discussion, especially where the odds
are so uneven; for the truth bunglingly stated
b not so persuasive as error well gilded with
the graces of rhetoric and brilliaut thought,
▲t all events, If we disagree as to what constitutes military talent, or upon the respective
capacities # Wellington and Napoleon, we
are a unit in our desire to crush this rebellion,
and that general, or that policy, attaining this
end, will couunitnd our respect and gratitude.
1 am not a blind worshipper of McClellan.
In ay view he is neither n Napoleon, nor a
Wellington. That he b not like the former, is
demonstrated in his selection of lieutenants.
Would Napoleon, think you, have made a
marshal of France of Fits John Porter, or of
W. B. Franklin? Never; he knew too well
the material necessary to make good generals.
Nor would Wellington have made this mistake.
Bat, notwithstanding this unfortunate disposisttlon to make great generals out or his jiersonal friends, I look upon him, as do ninetenths of this army, as the personation of military excellence, and of all our leaders, best
calculated to
this war to a successful
and glorious termination. While claiming the
privilege of judging of them and event* as they
pass beiore us, and of loving or disliking our
commanders according to our several tastes,
we do not forget our allegiance to the government we are here to protect, and therefore
every true soldier will light none the loss willingly because his favorite may have been superseded in the chief command. The talk in
the Northern papers of a certain stamp, that
this army it demoralized and will not light under any general but McClellan is simply ridiculous. They will fight under Hooker, as they
did under Burnside, and with a purpose higher than the aggrandizement of a favorite general. But it cannot be denied but that the return of Gen. McClellan would give us greater
confidence, and thus increase our chances of

bring

success.

And here let ine remark, that the course of
of the »oi-dimnt friends of Gen. McClellan, the New York Herald and the World,
cl id genus omite, is as painful to his real friends
in the army, as that ol the over zealous friends
of the Administration who ascribe to him complicity with the incompetent Fitz John Porter.
They both do him injustice. Great mischief is being done by these newspapers in the
army. They catch at every rumor calculated
to create distrust in the capacity of our leaders and. in the integrity of our Government.
They magnify our defeat* and belittle our victories. Their correspondent* here seize upon
every slight manifestation of discontent and
parade it as au evidence of our demoralization.
When you reflect that these two papers are
extensively circulated in the army to the exclusion of ail ollicrs, do you wonder if we are
sufiering from desertions? In my opinion,
the morale of this army would be mucli higher to-day if these journals had been
put under
the ban of the censor six mouths ago.
There are some few here disheartened by
the prolongation of the war, and by reading
these newspapers, tired and disgusted with
the soldier’s life, homesick and heartsick, who
some
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the opinion that we can never
conquer a
peace; but by far the greater number are still
and
look
forward to a short and glorihopeful
ous spring campaign, that is to end the
strug-

gle. All, however,

are

willing

Many strange sights I’ve

And 1 wish tire

to

sing,—

seen.
wsrsawere over.

Orrics or thk A. A. Q. M
U. 8. A.,
1
Fort Preble, Maine, Feb. 4th, 1863.
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday, March 16th. 1863, at 12 o'clock M., for (600) five hundred cords of hard, seasoned,merchantable wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered on the wharf at Fort Preble in lots of GO cords
or upwards, as may be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
day of May next.
fco
for less than fifty cords will be re-
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LIFE INSURANCE.

)

New

INapproved

ITO

will be immediately notified.
feb5 tfeb20
NAT IAN

Help for the Sick

Boston.

Company divides its net earning* to the life
THIS
(not in scrip
companies
policy holders, live
at

years.
do.)in cash, every
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1858 to Life Members was

$335,000.
Premium* may be paid In ca«h, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or wheu for whole life, thev
may be paid naif cash, and the balauce in cash oh
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one

ackcilieu,

risk.ia
DANE.Treasurer.

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.

and Wounded

S oldiers.

Premiums may be
after.

ly appeal

to all Christians, and to all other benovoleut persons of Maine, for aid in carryiug out the
Christian Commission, in ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distributes its
stores by means of Christian men, who
go among
the soldiers without pay, and give persoiiaUv to those
who need, accompanying such distributions
by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over seventy such
men were on the battle-field in Maryfanti,
all
that Christian sympathy could devise tortile wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded solder owes Ids life to
the timely assistance rendered
by these men. Immediately on receipt of the news or the battle at Murmen were despatched from the
freesboro,
various Young Men’s Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the appreciation of their
own conscience, the conviction that
they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the gn at object of
their mission, according to the examples set bv our
Divine Master, who made the bodv of man the object of his miracles, aud his soul the object of his dootrinc.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of
money, bibles, tracts, magazines, roligious uewspaprre, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all or which can tie sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johxso*. 229j
Congress
street, two door* we«t of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may lie assured they will
he applied to the relief of the rick aud
needy soldiers.
Henry II. Burgess. Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker. Walter B. Johnson. Army Committee ttf Young Men’s Christian Association.
feb4 2m

their debtors

on time.
"My object is to call attention to the fact that a
I ►obey of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
inode of making a provision for one's familv."— Ben-

jamin Franklip.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, aud assist them in making applica-

dying.

touching

perior

practice

taining patents.
All necessity of a Journey to Washington, to procure a patent, aud the usual great delay there, are
UCIC M>UU lU’lllM'rP,

TlirtlOlIALI.
"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the motf rapahfr and
nurottful practitioner* with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of T\tent«.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more r<tmprtent and
truntmortky, and more ca|»able of putting their application in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the l*ateut Office."

EDMCNO HL'RKE.
Late Commissioner of Patent*.
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but ONK of wliich patents have been
granted, and that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part

leads me to recommend all iiivonfor* to apply to him
to procure their
patents, as they mav be sure o( having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges."

JOHN TAGGART.

tions.
References in Portland may be made to the followk Co., Steele k
ing parties: Messrs. II. J.
llayes. K/ra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
beo. W. Woodman,Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co..

Libby

twenty-four

AFTER

!

JOHN W. MUNGER, Agent,
No. It( Fore Street, head of Long

Cooked in the

ALBION

JOHN E.

surance

LorillardFire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York, Ho. 104 Broadway.
CASH

CAPITAL AXD SURPLUS OVER 0900,000.

Profit*

annually

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8850.000.

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..
Or Brookltk.^New York.
CAPITAL AND 8URPLUS OVER 8300,000.

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

naiiicHT

Or SrarsioriSLir, Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.

Rear U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
4ecS8 3 »n

Jan8eod1y

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
-or

THI-

Atlantic Fire and Karine Ins. Co.,
On the

thirfy-firti day <f December,

A. D.

18(52,

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statute
ol that State, cutitled **Au Act to regulate Agencies of Foreign Insurance Companies."

LOCATION.
Tbe name of this Company is the Atlaotic Fire and
Marine Insurance Company, incorporated in 1862,
aud located in the City ol Providence, Stale ol Rhode
Island.
CAPITAL.
NAME AND

The

Capital

ef said

Company, actu-

ally paid up in cash, is
*160,000
The Surplus on the Jlst day of Dec.
64.634 *204,6M
ASSETS.
Bank of Commerce stock, pur value
*60, market value 852».
10,600 00
Globe Bank Stock, par 860, market
value *60
26.000 00
IUnV

..III.,

$60. market value $60,
20,000 00
Northern Bank St«>ck, par $100,
market value $100,
15,000 00
Mechanic* A Manufacturer* Bank
Stock, par $60, market value $6>>. 10,000 00
Lime Rock Bank, par value $50,
market value $60,
12,200 00
Merchants Bank, par value $60,
market value $50.
Amount due ou Bond,
Ain't due the Company on which
baa been obtained,
Bill* Receivable for Marine Premi-

judgmeut

800 00

1,746 80
646 50
5,166 67

um*.

Due from Agents,
Ca«h in Bank*,
Cash ou hand not deposited,
luterest money due. and other
sets not above specified,

2,600 00

|
j

2,776 13
as-

300 00

204,634

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Losses adjusted and dno
Some papers, I notice, are tryiug to make
aud unpaid.
None.
capital against the Government, because it has Amount of* losses incurred and iu
pleased tbe President to relieve from duty
process of adluotinent, reported,
on which no action has been
Gens. Franklin and Sumner. It is tbe opintaken,
11,480
Amount of Claim* lor losses resistion of many here that In the case of Franklin,
ed by the
None.
Company,
he had sufficient cause. Franklin was never
Amount of Dividends declared and
due aud
a favorite, aud although a fair engineer, with1,200
unpaid,
of Dividends, either cash
Amouut
McClellau’s
out
influence, it is safe to say, he
or scrip declared but not yet due.
never would have arisen to any thing apNone.
bis present rank. Like Fite John
16,000
Money borrowed,
Ail other claims against the ComPorter be was fond of Ughting battles from
Non*
ny.
afar, and took great care of his precious Total
amount of losses, claims aud liabilities, $27,601
person. Perhaps I may be wrong in coup8tate or Rhode Island and Providence I
ling him with Porter, for that officer displayed good pluck at Malvern Hill; and perhaiis
Plantations, (Sty aud County of Providence. J
8. .Manran. President, I. 8. Parish, Secretary, of
it is proper that geuerais of high rank should
the Atlantic Fire aud Marine Insurance Company,
take care of their persons, but not so
lights being duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing
the Western hero, Itosecrans.
i* a true, lull aud correct statement of the affair* of
said corporation, and that thev are the above describOur present chief;Gen. Hooker, is
gaining ed othoers
thereof.
S. MAURAN, President.
in popularity every dav. The
army has conI. 8. PARISH, Secretary.
fidence in him and he'll fight ! Although the
The State of Rhode I land.
I
impression is wide-spread in the army, that
aud
of
County Providence,ss, J
City
no forward movement will be made until
Subscribed and sworn before me. this seventeenth
April, on account of the roads, I do not share day of January, A. L>. 1863.
IIknry Martin,
in it. If Hooker is the man 1 take him to be,
A Commissioner for the State of Maine
neither cold weather, nor muddy roads, so i
for the Stale of Rhode Island.
they are not impassable, will deter him from
an
attack.
Nothing hut interference from
Washington will prevent him. Even now the
OFFICE—Ho. 166 FORE STREET,
roads are quite passable, The ground is fro11 kad of Lowo Wharf.Portland, Me
zen hard.
Let the air become warmer, and
there Is nothing to prevent a dash forward.
JOHN W. ittUNGEK, A^cni.
jan233weod
Let us hope that our new commander will emulate the example of Washington, and that a
second attempt on Fredericksburg will be tbe
U. 8.
REVENUE
Trenton of our victories. With Slocum to
load out our grand division, success Is almost
assured.
FOR BALE AT THE
But to speak of matters nearer home, tbe
PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
Old Filth still lives, albeit considerably reduced in numbers. We can muster for battle 350
In Merchants’ Dank Building,
Exchange St.
men.
Our brigade inspector was
pleased to I jaulfi dtl

Company,

Bootok. Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.
Or

Piscataqna

Fire and Karine Ins. Co.,

ItKRwirK.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 0*10,000.

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

Or Sorm

Union Fire Insurance

90 HOUSES, at price* from 61000 to SfiOOO.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 6200to 63000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial 8trcet.

Or

Capital, paid in

Ca*h

Company,

Bakgob, Mb.
and invested

according to law,

8100,000.

Commercial Kntnal Karine Ins. Co.

UOULD, 74 Mid4le St.,

New York.

Up Stair*.

./Etna Life Insurance

College.

Company,

LOCATED

OBce—forner

ol

ROLLINS & BOND
HAVE BEEN RECEIVING
W«n.

LI.

Cloths,

_—«

Clolliiug-,

-AND-

FURNISHING

GOODS,

Price* to suit the Time* !
lyt'allin before purchasing elsewhere, and
for yoursell !

95 MIDDLE

see

STREEt.

oc29 dtf

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
neatly executed

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.
Dissolution of t'o-purtiivrsliip.
YETE. the undersigned, hnve this day by mutual
It

consent dissolved

partnership
STEVENS, lflBlSEK

Portland. February 4. 1863.

STAMPS,

4 CO.
feb&dSw

THROUGH TICKET*
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to ail parts ol
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the bnerst Heston
rotes, for sale by
W. !>. LITTLE. Agent.
Out. 1.
dtl
office 31 Exchange St.

TO

Town Xotei and

and

Bidder# must be

present In

person when the bids

opened, or their proposals will not be considered.
Bouds in the sum of five thousand dollars, signed
by the contractor and both of his guarantors, will be
required of tbe successful bidder upon signing tbe

are

contract.

Form

We.-,

of

Guarantee.

of the county of-and State of
and-, of the county of-and State of
-, do hereby guarantee that
is able to fulfill
tbe contract in accordance with the terms of his
proposition, and that, should his proposition be accepted, l»e will at once enter into a contract in accor-

yeas,

pnrehaaed
the

we are

in leai
dee»tf

or

or

AM ITEM MSCRIFTWI IT IACII.MET,
or

STEAM AND

Retail.

GAS FITTING,

Done in thr best
union

woraa a

manner.

B*., and 333 * 335 Pora 8t.

Jakdtf_PORTLAND.

WILLIAill A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

SOZODONT

HUGHES particularly invitee all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to rail at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged for
their e*necial accommodation,
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are anriealled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Femfilr Irregularities. Their action is fpecidc ltd
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIES will rinuit invaluable in all cases of obstructions »ft*r all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tne health, and
may be tun
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to anv port of the country with foil
directions,

D.

REE YE8,
The Tailor,

—

NEW

HAS JUST RETURN ED PROM

YORK

AND

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

—

BOSTON

Also

a

Military
And I.

prepared

DO
raut

or

90®

Square, It'tl I'reble St

j

44

REEVES,

41

187

44

44

44

44

**

••

Weybosset

44

44

Eagle

Corporation

9200.352 86

Hardening

JOBB

the Oumi

preservation or Ins teeth.
Now used aud recommended by many of the most
eminent Dirines. Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,

made oath that the above statcuieut

by

them sub-

scribed, is. in their best knowledge ana belief true,
and that the amount of capital actually
paid in in
cash, and invested exclusive of auy obligations of
the stockholders of anv description, amouut to the
sum

of

one

JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary.
fF*Marine and Fire Risks insured at fair terms.
OPPICV

__la

Q-rocers,

H.

H. HAY,

Junction

AGENT

FOR

Sold in Bath

by

IASI E*awa

feb2 eoddm*

jau2£

MUNGER-Agent.

endow

Hail

Hoad Hands.

ol the second mortgage Bonds of the
HOLDERS
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
tlie interest
thereon due

the 16th of October, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which receipt* will be given and
hereafter exchanged for cert ideates of stock in the
Portland A Kknneuki Railroad, (a new organization,) as soon as the books and certidcates can be
prepared, iu accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. 8.
ny, Nov. 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland ft Kenuebec Railroad.
dec!8 dtf
Augusta, Dec. 16,1862.
coupeus

on

CUSHING,

PORTLAND,

Xlrrrhants,

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
MOODY.
©odtf

9100

Bounty
And

Invalid
;

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO..

Ponolons

hdcs. ill srrrrs. class nil,

j

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

BtShz.

Block,

Procured for widows or children of offioera and Soldiers who have died, while iu the service of the United State*.
Prise Money. Pension*. Bounty aud Back Pay oollected for Seamen and their heirs.
F*s a. for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt atieutlon.
Post Office address

HETII E. HEED*
Augusta* Me.

PORTLAND. MK

D.

I

CHEN E Y,

(Office No. 9 State House.)

MELODEON

Harmonium

Pension*,

Established for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv *ivknew contracted while in the servica
of the Uuited States, in the line of duty.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IX

J.

Pension*.

lu the L. 8. *crvicc.

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME
je28dtf

Jnl29d&wly

.Honey, Buck Pity,

milE naderaUDcd it prepared to obtain from tb*
A tolled .state, Government, .100 Bounty Money,
Back Pay Ac.. for heir, of Officer* or Soldier* dying

Sugar Refinery,

WILLIAM PAINE,

STANDISH, MAINE.

No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
sept 16 tf

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

BY

jan29 d2w#

DYE!

TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

80 Commercial Street, Thomas

Sheriff,

egstabU

Iff" For sale only at

DRALKKS IM

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

KOUTK," in which tin-re i. not a customer wlio ha.
failed to pay hi* monthly bill,. A fat arable chalice
is thus offered to any one who mav wish to engage iu
the business, or to enlarge hispresent "route
nuv 12 eudtf

}

Dyes,

PORTLAND, Mr.

Dr. S. Anderson & Son.
HALL ft RUCK EL.
Sole Agents, New York.

Deputy

LTBCB

TBO*.

MOODY,

WHOLRSALB

AMDREW T. DOLE.

ME.

milk Route for Sale.
Inquiry at thia office, or No. 92 Exchange Rt.,
one cau hear of a chance to
bay a "MILK

purely qf

No. 5 Galt Blook Oommeroial Street,

DRUGGIST,

of Free and Middle Streets,

i<

simple—accompany

FLOUR, CORN AKD PRODUCE

scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by /druggists ererytekere at 60 cents per bot»
tie.

HEAD OF LONG WHAKF, POXTLAND.

JOHN W.

Commission

and

hundred thousand dollars.

It

1

GENERAL

AMD

restore health.

fit HE market has boeir flooded for
years with differ
E ent articles called Hair
which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The nn
FLU* ULTRA has been reached at last in TODD’S
! HAIR DYE. aud the article has given entire satitI faction to every person who has used it. It ooutainc
j no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beauti| ful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
! —which are very
each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lax Solis Hair Dye over
all other* is
on do not
lisvo to
th» Kiir n»
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that ran W put on the same
as otl aud water, without auy trouble, unlike all other dres that have two or three dilTereat kinds to be
This dye is peculiarly
applied every time used
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
allotherdres.it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
kuow yon will use no other after once using this.

(O,

UaRKEh.

PBLXU

DOLE A

refreshing taste

Syrup

dly

LYNCH A

all

to

HAIR

EXCHANGE STREET.

LTBCB.

of

TODD S LEX SOUS

je23dtr

tor ine

of Rhode It land and Providence Plant at iont.
Providence, as.—In the City of Provideuee this
8th day of January, A. D. 1883,
personally appeared
Alleu O. Peck. President,and Walker
Humphry,Secretary of the above named Company, and severally

|

Parllaad, Me.

18.66102
1.062 60
46.184 68
13,838 08

44

I

GRANITE 8TUKE8.COMMERCIAL STREET
(Oppoaile head of Widgery’i Wharf,)

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting aelelightfully
and feeling to the nvmth, removing
Tartar, Scurf, and other impurities, use of ToAmount of bills receivable,
17.03* 48
Amouut of cash on hand.
bacco, Ac., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
3,371 36
Amt of cash iu the bauds of agent and others, 9,881 78
progress of decay, and whiteuing such parts as have
Mutual In*. Co. Scrip,
26 80 I
already become blackened by decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from ail ACIDS and other impuri9290,370 27
LIABILITIES
ties which could have the least injurious effect on the
Amount of Marine risks outstanding,
9446.731 00
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
Amouut of Premiums thereon,
18.982 71
Amsuut of Fire Risks outstanding,
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—
6,520.243 00
Amouut of Premium* thereon,
66,346 63
every ingredieut of which is well know n to have a
Amount of loan*, borrowed money and
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Gums.
bank discounts,
5,764 20
Amount of other liabilities, including
One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most
Dividend* unpaid,
3.948 70
that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.
skeptical
Largest aiuouut insured on auy one risk,
16,000 00
A convenient, safe, ejkcacious Dentifrice—one that
A. O. PECK, President.
should be in the possession of every one w ho cares
WT. HUMPHREY. Secretary.
What Cheer

am

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

600 0U
21.599 32
31,043 08

thoir
attendjnlldawtfS
one

in constant

Extracts, amI always s»fe and reliable.
Sold In New York by Hall A Rut hkl.ZISGra
wich street; iu Hum ton b> Gxo. C. Goodwim A Cf.,
1- Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
Sold in Portland by H II. HAY and all the prinfildeed 3m
pal Druggists.

Tailor,

"Wholesale
Foa CLKAK&nro a ruiesexvimo tk*

Mechanics

efforts

!

dtf

Portland. Aag. 6. 1982.

968,984 98

Blackstot.eCaual Bank Stock,

Commercial

866
20
900

■

Cent,.

fieri,AK attention given to Ct'TTIBU
PARMAKING
BOYS' GARMENTS, by

cash, 9150,000

lady of experience

! Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the A scarifies, or ns*
Worms, from the human svstem. The high reoutation
it has established iu the last two years, and tho
j fact that
it is fast sup rnediug all other worm remois the best test of its great merit.
dies,
;
IF*It affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
on entire cure is warranted, whea taken
according
| to directions, which accompanyeach bottle.
This Syrup is also a n»*M»t valuable femily cathartic,
I to be a!wa< s used whea phvtic is required' espnemU*
for children. It eoriects the secretions, gives tone
] to the stomach and bowels, awiitini nature Iu her

Photograph

N.B.—Large Arabrotypeaiwi/jr F\pm
TRASK A LEWIS,

JOHN

•*

A

IPin-’W"orm

YOU

flail to call at No. 27 Market Square, wher
they take PERKECT LIKENESSES. and war
.ati.faction, at price. ?Inch defy competition.

A. D.

INVESTMENTS.
1340 shares American Bank Stock,

LADIES desiring may consnlt

DK. E. G. GOULD’S

dlf

Ambrotype

DR. HUGHES.
Middle. Portland.

of

HmravTjEn

Boys, Boys, Boys.

MAY, 1832.
in

—

corner

notice.

not

day of December, 1862.

Arcade

j

Olotlm,

to make them ap at «hort
CaJl and See,

B

own sex.
»»<*•

Bill assortment of

AMD

44

I

Cloths, C&ssimeres and Vestings!

Of Providence, R. I.,

24
840

N

With alarge and well selected Stock of

S9

Capital actually paid in,

j

promptly

It F T ( It > OF THE

Amouut of

DR.

and Silver Plated rooks.
of Water Fixture for Dwell
in*
Hotel*. l*ublic Building*, Ship*. Jtc.
arranged and aet up in the best manner, and ail or
der* iu town or country faithfully executed. A1
kind* of Jobbing
attended to
Constantly on hand, Lead Pipe* and Sheet Lead
andBeer Pump* of all kinds.
jnh&dly

A.

Infirmary.
theTadies.

to

DiTcrigitiuu
EVERYHouse*.

fy Insures Buildings, Vessels in port. Merchandize. Household Furniture, kc., against loss by Fire.
taken on auy desirable Risk.
^ 9100,000
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

Comp’y,

Portland.
Jail —d& wtA

Warm, Cold and Sharer Baths, Wash Boris, Bras,

July 11th. 1962.

ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

ft Temple

'tamp for Circular.

Eclectic Medical

37 Market

jan7 tf

•

DK. J. B. HUGHES,
Street, (corner of Middle),

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS
No. 134 Exchange Strut, Portlamd, Mr.

Best

Steamers,

INCORPORATED.

_ty

-MAKER 09-

IP

RIVER TO NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

On the 31st

No.
S*nd

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

VIA FALL

American Insurance

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned !f desired. Address

j

ME

Portland, Sept, H. IMP.

Philadelphia

tkote Arftffi fa,
Still, Honor mnd

locally,

Cocks. Valves. Pipe* and Connections. Whole
•ale

~

Ilaghee had
attention to
of a certain class. During hi*
practice hfl
hue treated thousand, of ca*e*. and la no In.fans,
ha* he met with a failure. The remrdiea are
mild,
and there i* no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughee is in constant attendance from S
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office, & Temple street. Chargee moderate, and a care guaranteed
in ail case.
Separate room*, to that no one will bn
seen bat the Dr. himself.
His remedies care -"tiii
when all other remedie* ftul. cure* without dlettam
or restriction in the habits of Hie patient; cure* without the disgusting snd sickeninr -fleet* of mns nik**
remedies; euros new cases in a few hoars; cures without the dreadf\i! consequent elfrcti of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
i that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
rem«*dy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegeta! We. and no injurious effect, either
constitutionally or
can be caused by using them
I
1
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in tba
head, forget fulness, sometimes a ringing in ths can,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or in*
! «u»ltr if neglected, are speedily and permanently

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Steam

“

a

J. L. tvnsi.ew. Agent,
iiicrianu

—■

CONSULTATIONS.-Dr.
PRIVATE
tor
number of year, confined hi*
di*ea*e*

JI. BRAD 1'>11.
FLOUR by the barrel,

GOOD FA MIL T

OIL,
Draa
"

Infirmary.

dr/icacy.

where will be manufactured the rarietie* of BREAD
found in .imilar eatahli.hmeut.; and he
hope., by
cIom application to bnulnea. and au endeavor tv
pleaee, to merit a.harc of patronage.

pre-

To this guarantee must be appended the official
certificate above mentioned.
The Surgeon General reserves to himself the right
to reject any or all bids that he may deem too
high
or unsuitable
HKNBY JOHNSON, M 8 K.. U. S. A..
fob® tfeb?8
Acting Medical Purveyor.

Eclectic Jledical

Etlablieked far Ike treatment of
bolk texet. requiring Experience,

returned to hi. native place and
of Hr. Tboma. Richard, hi. interwt in

quantities

a

DR. HUGHES'

Again!”

Washington Street Bakery,

•

LARD

anally kept hi

tW~ State Agent ft>r DAVIS * KIDD'S Man.
NKTOELKCTRIC MACHINES.
eodAntoetl

an

-—

him,

And all other article*
Point establishment.

THE—

OILS,

DYE-STUFFS,

KEK09EXE OIL,

undesigned would inform hi. rdd frimdt
and the public, that after
TI1K
abnence of twenty,
■re
he ha.

-.

dance therewith.
8hou d the contract be awarded

AND

Promptly Executed

“Home

^PAINTS,

VARNISHES,

Press Office.

Tennessee.

responsibility

I

Orders,

PRINTING,

not

allegiance

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ft.
,

▲ HD ALL OTHER KIHDS OF

SEALED

must be of the best quality, subject to the
inspection and approval of the officer fu charge of
the post where it is delivered.
The full name and poet office address of the bidder
must appear iu the proposal.
If a Did is made iu the name of a firm the names
of all the parties must
ap{>ear. or the bid will be considered as the individual urouosal of the nartv siirnm* it
Proposal# from dislova) parties will not bo consider^. and an oath of
to the United States
Government must accompany each proposition.
Proposals must tie addressed to lleury Johnson,
M. 8. K., U. 8. A., and
Acting Medical Purveyor,
Washington, D. C'., and should be plaiuly marked
“Proposals for Ice.”
The ability of the bidder to All the contract, should
it be awarded to him, must be guaranteed by two responsible person#,whose signatures are to be appended to the guarantee, a08 said guarantee must accompany the bid.
The
of tbe guarantors roust be shown
by tbe official certificate or the Clerk of the nearest
District Court or of tbe United 8tales District At-

BondH

coupo nn,

with

al Purveyor's Orrics,
I
Washington, D. f\, Jan. 22. 1868. i
PR0PO8AL8 will be received at this
office until Monday, the 23d day of February,
1863, at twelve (12) o’clock M., for furnishing the
Medical and Hospital Department until the 1st day
of January, 1864. with a supply of pure ICE, to be
delivered at the following places, to wit
Hilton Head, Soutn Caroliua.
Newborn, North Carolina.
Fortress Monroe. Virginia.
Pensacola, Florida.
Nashville, Tenuessee.
New Orleans. Louisiana.
8t. Louis. Missouri.
Cairo, Illinois.
Washington, District of Columbia.

AID THK—

State Line of

Bay

AND

Oorr>oration

Mkhk

supply.
The ice

AND FANCY GOODS.
APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,

-WAMT THE-

State

Which they offer at

TOWN

IHLISI, FRINC1 AM AllRICAN PIRFU1RI,

STREET,
dly

Portland. Anjrn.t6,1863.

—AT

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
—

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

FOR THE

N. York &

Liverpool,

Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Account* ad rusted.
Certain evening* will be
devoted to Lair Lectures, if exjiedient.
MTMr IT would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city, who are acting a* business
men, accountants, Ac containing above four hundred signature*, a part of which mat be seen in print
in the hall at the eutraucc to hi* Rcom-. a few of
which are as follows
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued bv Mr. R. N.
Brown, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book keeping, has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure In
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility iu adjusting accounts we
wav now possess:
Philip Henry Brown, Ja*. Olcutt Brown. Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John H.
Russell. Fred. A. Prince, John 11. Hall, lieorge E.
Thompson, John B Coyle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M. Steven*, and 200 ottiers.
BT*The services of a Sea Captain Is secured to
teach Navigation, who ha* had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
fcb3 d A «v3tii33

No. 05.Middle Street

*8

PROPOSALS FOR ICE.

is desirable that bidders should propose to tarnish
the whole amount required at any oue of the
places
proposed to be supplied.
Bidders will state what facilities they possess. If
any, lor storing the ice at the posts they propose to
*

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES)

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES,

I*—■—

-DRALKR

SH Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
-12. Ladiei' Riding Vnbita, 4c.,

Neatly

quantity required at the respective posts is
precisely known, bidders will state the quantity
of ice
can tarnish, where it is gathered,
they
price
|»er ton of 2U»W pounds, aud within what period they
can furnish the amount of their bids.
Although It

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 8T8.t

foiittf

Portland.

AGENT

respondence. Card Markiug, Ac. Teaching from
printed writiug copies and text books are avoided.

-AT-

_

performance

Exchange and

IHIIk Streets

yW Practically taught.s* follows:—Book-Keeping,
Navigation. Commercial Law, Native, Business aud
Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Cor-

FALL GOmis
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

N. B.—All work being
promptly and person*
ally attended to, it warranted to give thorough satiefaction.

supply

Ornamental

Se\V

1

Or HARTroKD, Corn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8300,000.

I860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street. The rooms have receutly been made
new, and furnished neatly, aud are the most pleasant
inthecitv. One separate room for Ladies. I present my thanks lor the extensive
patronage, and
promise a* in the past, no paint shall be spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
Principal ha» had 2>) years’ experience.
Diplomas will be xiveu to those Ladies and Oentlemeu who pas* through
thorough course* for Accountant*.
Terms will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the lion. Bartlett’* <’otnmcrcial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the First and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plan* are modern,
aud the most improved ami
approved, as the Jirst
cltut business men have and will
testify.

Portland. Me.

Watch-Maker,

ga

SEALED

pared to become his sureties.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 8050,000.

proaching

INTERNAL

Fire Insurance

Conway

IFLea.1 Estate,
INVEST I!! E MTS !

Portland Commercial

.

A..
I
4th. 1868. I
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday, March 9th, 1868, at 12 M.,
for the
of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortifications in Portland Harbor, Maine,
for one year, or such time as the Commissary denera> shall direct. The beef to be of the best quality
iu guarters, with au equal proportion of each (necks
and shanks to bo excluded). Each bid mmt be accompanied by the names of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties lor the faithful
of the contract.
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids lor reas ns conceit! by him ot benefit to the
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed "Proposals for furnishiug fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me." Bidders are invited to be present at the ope is*
11ENRY INMAN,
ing of the bids
1st Lieut. 17th lufantry U. 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

Memphis,

j»Dl 8m

L. J. CROSS,

141 MIU1. limi.

or thb A C. 8..U. 8.
•fort Preble, Maine,” Feb.

As the

Mb.

CHAR. B. ROQER.

J.uu.ry l.t, 1868

Orrics

torney.

Dnring eight months, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on 1teirr rejected applica-

tions, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in kit favor, by tbe Commissioner of
PrtentaR. U. EDDY.

75 per cent, to the dealer*.

Of II ART FORD. CT.

0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

4tf

divided.

Charter Oak Fire and Karine Ins. Co.,

,

-1UHI-

nov^

Co.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER S10,000.0U0.

Meali at all honri, cooked to order.

MOSES

DOW,

Liverpool and London Fire and Life In-

RESTAURANT.

"ox

eodlr

marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

best manner, at the

ENULiaii ale

Whorl,

dccl9_PORTLAND, ME.

HEW TOR* AHD VIRGIHIA

O Yr S T E R s

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
Bknj F. Stevens, Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of vears,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure

doing

an extensive practice of upward* of twenty yea *.continue* to secure Patent* in the United .State*; al*o in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveat*. Spec!fleation*, Bonds.
Assignment*.and all Papers or Drawing* for Patent*,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign work*, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters
the same. Copies of t he claims of any
Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assignments recorded at Washington.
The Agency U not only the largest in New England, hut through it inventors have advantag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably suto. any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS TH E BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at uo other office of the kind
are the charge* for
professional services so moderate
The immense
of the subscriber during twenty year* pant, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications and official decisions relative to patent*.
These, besides bis extensive librarv of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of patents granted in the United States aud Europe, rende him able,
bevond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

some

T. noOBRB.

JOHB

PROPOSALS FOR BEEF.

CASH CAPITAL, **.37*.1»4.V7 4, INVESTED.

Produce

PORTLAND.

Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two
persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble."
The
Quartermaster reserves the right to reject any
or all bids not considered
by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidders are requested to be present at the opening
of the bids
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry, R. Q. M., U. 8. ▲.
feb7 dtd

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, IMS.

Army Committee of the Portland Young
Men’s Christian Association would most earnestTHE

B O STON

England

COMPANY,

payable

..

Life Insurance

I*

Vo. 129 Commercial Street,

responsible

»
Ornri,
Augusta, F» b. 4. 1868.
conformity with a Resolve of the Legislature,
January 31. 1863, proposals will be received at this office until 6 o'clock 1*. M., the twentieth day of February current, for a loan of five hundred and twenty-live thousand dollar*, reimbursable
in twenty years, for which bond* of the State will be
issued in sums of five huudred dollars and one thousand dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six
per
and
cent,
semi-annually.
The bonds will be'issued dated March 1. 1863, with
cou|K»ns attached for the semi-annum! interest, payable. both principal and interest, at the Suffolk Bank,
Boston.
The money on said loan will be received at this office, Suffolk Bank, Boston, or either of the Banks in
Bangor or Portland
Persons d<**iroua of taking the loan, or anv part of
it, not less than five hundred dollars, are requested
to aeud their
proposals to the Treasurer of State, at
Augusta, specifying the aniouut and t»-riii*.
The proposals must contain no other fractional
rates than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters of one per centum.

yearly,

WHOLE.ALB DEALER.

ASD

Flour, Provisions and

proposals

a

AY7

H

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

ceived.

thenwtjuue20

H.

H.

General

SEALED

LARRABEK,! CommiMloner*.

W

_MEDICAL.

JOHN T. ROC4KRM Sc CO.,
j

Loan to the State of IfVaine.

Jjmte Agent qf U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(uniter the Act of 1887.)
76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

teller irom the Fifth Maine.

TO CREDITORS OK THE ESTATE OK JONA-

Moore, late of Portland, deceased, whose estate has been represented
insolvent, give notice that six months from the 20th
day of January curreut, have been allowed to said
creditor* to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of
Fessenden & Butler in said Portland, on the last Satmonth, and of the live next sucurday of the proccut
ceeding mouths, at 2j o'clock in the afternoou.
Dated this 20th dav rf January A. D. 1863.

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

~

PROPOSALS FOR WOOD.

THAN MOORE.

Foreign Patents.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Notice of Commissioners of Insolvency
the

ltmadwuv.nnd was locked in tfavimr collect< <J a
quantity of goods together, he tried to
get out with them, but could not, Windows
aud doors were too well fastened, and he was
In a trap. Such a practical joke was somewhat too much tor the amiabllty of our friend.
He was obliged to wait till morning, and when
the clerk unlocked the door he walked out with
an air of virtuous severity, exclaiming,“Tills
is pretty work, to keep a fellow locked up all
night.” And so he passed away.—IXtw York
Host, :ld.

American and

PROPOSALS.

_INSURANCE.

having boon appointed to
and examino the claim* of the crediWE,receiveunder.igiieil,
tor* of the estate of .Jonathan

Bather Cool.—A gentleman of this city, a
burglar by profession, on Friday night secreted
himself in Mr. Dinkelspiel's silk store, 883

above

\

MISCELLANEOUS.

vening.

OF* Jon pRnrrnra of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the ofl

Inform Col. Edwards, that we were the best
clothed, best equipped, and in every particular
the best conditioned regiment in the brigade.
He was particularly pleased with our hospital
department, in the able hands of Drs. Warren

NO. 199.

RKPXRK>i'KS

Usa. Lot M

Morrill,
U. S. Seuate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,

__

Manufacturer,

*ep20dAwl4tf

186$ MIDI' \.E STREET.

Joseph B. Ilall,
Sec’T of State,
Hon. Nathau Dane,
State Treaaurur.

tlou.

REUtRD!

D. C. has received
premium*
DOLLARS *»BH>**•»**> for the detection
for beat instrument* than auy other maker in
NB.-J.
Mid conviction of nny person
FIVE
percon* itenllng
the State.
mbccrihcr*.
from the door* of
I
more

flrst

•

fclT*

ally

or

Repairing and Tuning promptly

atteuded to.

and

wly7

peraoa-

|

pnper.

IncM

onr

PUBLISHERS or TH1PRMR.

■

THE DAILY PRESS.

BIT TELEGRAPH.

of Maine

plain, that the school system

It is

population, mostly engaged In laborious
occupations, is gradually giving way to the
demands of a riper civilization
demands
growing louder from year to year in the expression of a widespread and increasing dissatisfaction. Tlds important subject, doubly
important during this process of change, is
discussed in the Ninth Aimual Report of the
Superintendent of Common Schools, under

—

—-

[SPECIAL

DISPATCH

—

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the oity.
Necessity for Organization.
Union League.—An organization known
at the Union League lias been formed in Phi-

The above

Is

paragraph

going

Schools.
Schools.

6.

bandied.

“What

more

alluded to.

The enemies of the Government

were

never

active than at the present time. Treais not confined to the seceded States. All
through the North the disloyal element shows
Whether it is

itself.
there is

the increase

on

or

suggestion

constantly prophesies

evil and defeat.

It in-

war

Is appeals to the sordid avarice of the
people against taxation, and to wicked prejudices against the African. It sneers at bold,
vigorous and energetic Generals, and worships
those and those only who are supposed to have
It deno sympathy for the administration.
nounces Abraham Lincoln as a
despot, and
complacently smiles on Jeff. Davis, and speaks
war.

of his wonderlul talents.

It denounces

abolition, but has not

fjr secession.

Such

are some

a

of its manifesta-

tions. Is it not important that the activity of
falsehood and the zeal of disloyalty should be
checkmated by a still greater activity and zenl
on the part of those who ask only that truth,
aud right, and justice may prevail ?
In a word, is it not demanded of all loyal

the

their efforts to correct

upon the basis of unconditional submission to
the authority of the Constitution and laws,and

m

We have before us a copy of the New Orleans Picayune of Jail. 20, brought by the
same steamer that brought the above item of
news in relation to (Jen. Dow from New Or-

leans, in which the “stealing” charge is fully
explained. It seems that Bradish Johnsou of
New York, has brought a suit to recover for
the seizure of certain property by officers acting under Gen. Dow. He sets forth that lie
is now and has been for many years, the owner of a piaulalion about fifty miles below New

Sept., in the abAvery, in charge
of Capt. W. B. Snell, of Co. B, 13tb Maine
Reg-, with a force under his command, stop|>ed
at said plantation, and took therefrom twentyfour hogsheads of sugar, and sundry other arOrleans;
sence

that

of the

ticles.

illegal,

the steamer

It is furthermore averred, “that these
wanton, oppressive and unjustifiable

Capt Snell and the officers under his
were perpetrated under a verbal or
secret order of Neal Dow, who was then a
brigadier general in the service of the United
acts ol

command,

States, and then in command of Forts Jackand St. Philips, and who by secret orders,
u naulhorized by his superiors or by any provision of law martial, or by any requirements

son

of a state of war, wantonly abused the power, and inflicted upon the petitioner

growing

out

the wrongs which he herein complains of,
and for the reparation of which the laws of
the United Stales and of this State hold him

personally responsible.”
The sugar thus taken, it is acknowledged,
has been recovered in part, and lor the re-

mainder and the other property alleged to
have been taken, the pltf. claims $1611 26.
He prays that Gen. Dotv may be cited to a pi
pear and answer to the case and, after due
proceeding shall be had, that fce be condemned
to pay the amount claimed,with interest, costs
Ac. A copy of the citation has been served
on Gen. Dow, and, so far as our information
goes, here the matter rests.
We learn from other sources,

that when

Gen. Dow went to Louisiana he found

planta-

tions abandoned and liable to
took

pains

and their agents. The embodiment of this
Ian in a judicious law will lie a w ork of great
lelicacy. needing time, patience, and wise prulence. It will be an unwise prudence which
hall induce the present Legislature to neglect

to secure

pillage, and he
exposed property, and to

it from waste, and while small articles
freely appropiated for the accommodation and use of bis men, such property as could

save

were

;l

j

A Rebel in the (7. S. Senate.

| ;ood

lecting

materials for a new work, the second
volume ol his “Dictionary of Authors" remaining in abeyance. At least that is the interpretation

we

put upon the following anecdote,

copied from
9th instant:

the

Philadelphia Inquirer

of Ihe

A gentleman of our city, well known in the
literary world, with a view to preparing biographical sketches of our most prominent
military leaders for future publication, recently forwarded circulars to the Major Generals
and Brigadiers ol' our army. One of these
was received by Geu. Butler, requesting him

dll up the annexed blanks with his birthand age, together with the most rental kable events in his military career. In a few
days it was returned with his birth-place and
age properly set forth, and with the blank devoted to military exploits containing the folto

place

lowing : “I have done everything I

to do.”

was

told

work when it

I rom

Missouri,

expelled

Indiana

a

the rcliel members

and other

States,

| nit it did

not finish the work.
Mr. PowKentucky—the colleague of the traii or Breckinridge—should have been cut adrift
vith the others. He boldly enunciates doc\ rines in that body of the most obnoxious
| haracter, and seta at defiance all the
proprici ies of the place.
Yet he is a “bright pnrlicu] ar star” in the galaxy of modern Democracy,
, ml not a
word of reproof of bis course is
| leard from the journals of that party. The
<

'll of

] .ouisviile Journal takes him in hand, and
him alter this wise:
In the midst of these hostilities, whilst the
! iouthern •Kebcls are exasperated to utter
naduess and ferocity, he would cast the Unied States paralyzed at their leet to he made
| he victim of whatever exactions and
outrages
heir passions and their interests might die1 ate.
it is a most revolting consideration that
mail holding this |K>sitioii also holds a
posiIon in the Senate of the United States, receivi ng his salary from the United States Treasiii y.
Mr. Dowell's disloyalty, his sympathy
vitli traitors, his devotion to the cause of relelllon, was as well known and as easily provd as that of any Secessionist in Kentucky.
iVe are not aware that he denied it unless in
ague and evasive words. He is at this nits
1 Itent as unlit to be a inemlier <>( the Senate of
nir country as any man in the Hebei
Congress
vould lie. We do not wonder at his refusal
0 resign; he would probably resign if he did
lot suppose that he could serve the Southern
onfederacy more effectually in our Senate
hail he could out of it.

(

cores

|

The I<ewistou Journal will not admit

be thus used was secured, subject to be
disposed ofby the Government. That Gen. Dow
has acted as an honest, vigilant servant of the

General Butler’s Military Achievemeets.—It appears that Mr. Alliboue is col-

United States Senate commenced

The

not

loyal government should act, no one acquainted with him will doubt for a moment.

altogether.

lie

disloyalty of the
ig», and vindicates

editor of the

Augusta

follows: “Daniel
himself don't believe what lie writes now.

«
<

him

At heart be is as true
when lie denounced

as

patriot as
with such vigor
a

be

was

and em-

phasis the treasonable schemes of the men,
with whom the supposed exigencies of party
now

induce him to

strike hands.

He is

a

good man, is Daniel, but easily led away by
'evil political associates.” This is vindicating
1 man’s
patriotism at the expense of his honor
uid veracity, and we think Daniel will puusc
icfore. he decides which most to admire, a dislonest and lying patriot, or a truthful and
tonust

traitor!

Mgj. Gen. Huutei reviewed the 1st
tegi merit of South Carolina Volunteers oil
Wednesday, and expressed himself highly
•leased with the display they made of so many
p 10(1 qualities befitting a soldier. Gen. Huner said he wanted fifty thousand colored meu
o enroll themselves in the
army of the United

had as liiauy thousand good
muskets to put in their hands.
Die negro must fight for his liberty; he don’t
leserve liberty unless he is willing to bear
trms and use them in defense of
it.—[Beaufort
free South, Jan. 24.

to

ed upon our territorial jurisdiction.
not struck at the Constitution.”
Tile

attached,

be I

Co. to lease

or

sheriffs;

dwd

sell their

I

I
|

opponent is

'giment.

John

M Page II, returned to duty, Daniel Price F
regiment.
Daniel Foss D, J S Stevens D, Z M Ward G, J W
( lark G, Samuel Grant II, 8 I) Hunt E. Albert
latch L, Enoch Hatch E, discharged Jan. 20.Horace
hilhrick K. J B Dickenson K, Henry C Huston E.
s oloinou Mathew E. Calvin C Bobbins
E, George S
J ■alley D—20th regimeut.
J Orrin Benner I, sent to marine hospital, Isaac
1 urchell I—19th regiment.
Albion Bailey H, C yrus K Webber K—16th regi*

j

lent.
Win.

Fifield K, H L Wheeler H—2d regiment.
Hiram 4 arr— 6th battery.

I

j

1

John B ('arleton G, W W Thomas B. Geo. L Ben*
* jii I,
Briggs E— 4th regiment.
A Winche.ll G, L Snow (’—1st regiment.
J A Burnham E— 16th regiment.
G W Whitman F, S S Packard K, L Wazhhurn F.
( J Brackett I), E E Small I). O E Randall K. disbarged Jan. 5—17th regiment.
M A Roberta B, Charles T Richardson I—19th reg1 tent.
A McAllister H—23d regiment.
Johu H Merrill K. returned to duty—10th regiment
W D C lark K—6th battyar.
•

Timothy

The North Carolina rebels

are

getting

conscr.ptioii, and their presses are
e('inning to speak bitterly of the hardsliips
* jus forced upon the people.
The prices paid
* >r substitutes are fabulous—#1000, #1500 and
I 2000 being among the common figures.
iclt of the

uieut” the remark

we

as

"misstale-

a

made* about the

large

what follows.

In yesterday's Advertiser,
headings, editorials, selections,
telegraphic, advertisements, markets and all,
there were exactly 182 1-2 inches in leugth of

| measuring

the

columns tilled with new matter—matter set
up for that number. In the Press of the same

day

there were, tilled

inches,

or a

with new

difference, not

matter, 2V2

of thirty or

forty jwr
sixty per

stated, but of more than
a simple tact, aud
with such a
fact repeated daily to all who will compare
cent,

ns

cent !

we

This is

the two papers,

multiply words,

do not feel

we

or

to

contribute

disposed
to

to

an

angry
In relation to the matter of the

being vastly better than that of
the Press, we will only say tiiat we do not
doubt it, the editor of tiiat paper bciug the
judge. That the Advertiser gives mure solid
matter thun we do is very possible, but thu
Advertiser

reader well understands that solid matter is
the mere selections, aud not that which is prepared expressly for the columns of the pa|ier.
We don't know us “Timothy Titcomb”—Dr.
i Holland—will feel complimented by having it
stated that the Advertiser is made after his

quite confident that it is
as brains that has given to

style;

but we do feel

not so

much form

the

Sprluglleld Republican its wide reputa-

tion.

San Francisco, Feb. 10.
John fonness has been Anally elected Sen86
out of 114 votes.
He was
ator, receiving
formerly a Douglas Democrat, and latterly a
member of the Union party. An unrelenting
lend between the Iriends of Congressman
Phelps and Mr. Sargent prevented the election
of a Senator of Republican antecedents, iu accordance with the political bias of a large majority of the Legislature.

are

the 10th and 11th of

invited te

call.

February.

The
feb6 dlw

Advice free.

onswnptinnand catarrh, and all dmease* of
the Throat and Langs, successfully treated by Ivia
latior,
By C. Norsk, M D.,
aulH'62eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

Dkjttistrt.—Dr. JO.HIAH HRALD, No.241 Cob
gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aag7dly
Drs.LOCKRA KIMBALL, DairriPTS, No. 117
augl6— ly

Middle Street. Portland. Me.

Salr

[
j

l'WUd,!|'|1h1vl:R~ArB“,
BOSTON— CM loth, bark

—

(1,670 American Gold ....162
406 .do.162

0.160.do.152

6.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).M
88.000 .do.M
6*i0 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104.
1409 .do.Klfi
790 United States Demand Notes. .161

16.000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness.(June). luO
1.001*.do.)<■>)
7.000 .do

(April).101

11.'t*00.do (long). 964
6.000 .do. 99]
1.000 United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years). ...1401
60.000 .do...150
1.133 U S February Coupons.150
V&.do.1604
39 Boston and Maine Railroad.134*
6 Portland. Saco and Portsmouth K U. 116

_MARBIED.
In this city, Feb 0th, by Key. Wm. R. Clark, Geo.
L. Miller, of tjuiucy, Mass., and Mrs. Merriam B.
Luce, ol this city.
In Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. —, by Rer I. F. Waterhouse. J. K. Richardsou, of Portlaud, and *t»o
Sarah Gunnison, of Kitterv.
In Yarmouth, Feb. 10th, by Rer. C. F. Foster, Ferdinand J. Morer aud Mias Jeunie M. Pratt, both of
Yarmouth.

_DIED*
In this city, Feb. 11th, Mr. Mark P. Sawyer, aged
32 years 5 month* 28 days.
Iii this city, Feb. 9th. Mr. Rd ward Dwyer, aged
66 years.
In l.imlngtos, Jan 23d. Iwc Mlleb.ll, bn and
88 years.
In lliram, Feb. 4th, Dea. Samuel Hill, forumrly of
Saco, aged 90 years 1 month 2 days.
In Boothbay. Feb. 7th, Mr. John McDougall, aged
46 years 4 months.

IMPORTS.^_

_

call a
Liverpool
which call

PANAMA AND

a

CALIFoRNIA-Steamcrs.carry-

ing Mails for Aspiuwail. Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, Uth. and 2Ut of each
month.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

TharMlay,..Fekraary 12.
Son rises .7.01 I
>uu sets. 6 28 |

High water.)P. M.).... 6.30
Length of days.10.27

MARINE

XIXS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Portland,

Fekraary 11*
ARRIVED.
Steamship Bohemian, (Br) Boreland. Liverpool 22d
and Londonderry 23d ult—was detained bv bad weather; repot ts that steamer St Aud re w put back to
Londonderry and sailed again 2Uth.
Wednesday,

Feb. 6,1863.

As coffees and spices of an inferior quality
have been offered in tile market
purporting to
come from L. J. Hill, A Co., this is to give
notice that all goods put up at the Engle Coffee anil Spice Mill*, Portland, have the name
of the Arm printed or stenciled upon them.
None others are genuine. The popularity ol
our goods, and the ready sale for them in the
market, has tempted some to offer a spurious
article in our name. We have secured the
right for the whole State of Maine, of Land-

Rriir CliAtaiMiako

ltail,-v

I'nrtamonlk

Sch Lucy, Magee. Saco for Bucksport.
Steamer Lewiston, knight, Boston.

k
k

CLEARED.
Brig Trindeleo, Havener, Havana, by Tnos Asencio
o.

Bng Milwaukie. Brown, Cabarien, bv Jno Lynch
Co.

DISASTERS.

ing.

Sch R it Perkins, from Havana 18th ult. arrived at

Cough, Cold,

on

an

Irritated

Throat,

if

illowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
ind Brouchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
directly the affected parts and give almost inIn Bronchitis, Asthma, and CarARiiii they are beneficial.
The good effects resaltng from the use of the Troches, and their ex feuded
reach

rtaut relief.

ise,

lias caused them to be counterfeited.

Be

sure

to

guard agaiust worthless imitations. Obtain only
lhe genuine Brown's ttnmchial TVodUf which have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Public Hpkakkrs and Sinokka should use the Troches,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have
hem. Sold everywhere at 26 cents per box.

jau2i

d&w3m

DR. P. P.

oUlMRY.

would

givenoticethat

he ha

Portland, and cau be found at his Room, !
Ho. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
2th, where he will attend to all wishing tocousul
oturuedto

lim.

Examination at office.#200
fiachsubsequent sittiugat office,...60
Jity Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60
First

l&achsubsequent visit
August 16, 1062.—tf

at

residence,. 100

White, ftn

Starlight. Berry

for

Ar 11th. barka Windward.
En.er.on, Newport
on the
Spit,
w

and St l.eoree, B (touched

^

Sl.|_!'"h.[.hip Star. A

v

«•*>£.*«£:

Stripe..

for S,„

FaanelKo;

fcTvi,'fcJ!oAr®Ib’brl*
L f‘no»-»«'.Fe.
Hhifid'ebdii^'w : !eb* SV.,h
og*' *"d Albprt

*'*,*>*rine Rorera. Yeaton

^w v“T*n*er’f

from

»•*««'•

HY,,ORT-Ar ®th’
N«^)ort,L
EA8TPf>RT_Arlrt. Kb.

,®h

A'*'*«• Perkin..

Odd Fellow, Core, and
t:~kd-; “«►

ArSd, set) Camila. Appleby, <;loac«*aier
Cld 3d, sehs A litre*. Cassidy, New York; JNM
Brewer, Sprague, Boston

FOREIGlTPORTS.
At leghorn 18tb alt. ships Lydia Mkolfleld, Skofn**ld. for Horton; flora McDonald, fuller, lor New
York; Portsmouth. Tarltou, do.
Ar at Dardanelles 8th alt,
ship Evening Star, Rob-

Constantinople for falmontb.
8Ut u,tTyphoon, Salter, ftn Manila
Queenstown. disg.
1T,b’
v,e,°rta Reed. Thompwn.
,b'P
London'

*>r

IjhhvS‘fti7-ldf; .“T'!""'1*- »"> »>‘, »b>P Kale Prioeo.

jjgprftttw txsj&jrzi
At Cardenaa 26th nit. bark Chilton
.11 fo “**
l>nD*"'
In 10 day., for Philadelphia.
At Malania. 26lh nit, bark Linda, llrwett f,.r y..
York, 4 day.; bri* Fanny, for

IFOKBN.
Fab 1. lat 2B, Ion M. bark Roan ok. from
Lansrra
-wwyra
or Philadelphia.
Feb 11. lat 88 80 N, Ion 68, Kb Dmeotah, of Stackton, .tiering SSW.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
T. S.

HATCH,

—‘-AT

Bill-

/ll^OTSTEB SALOON,

C/>S#

M. 113 HfliMI

ST,

(Between Federal aad Middle Street!,)
la receiving daily, and (ewing ap In
every variety,

Froalx

Oysters.

lyFBIED CLAMS eerred at all boara.

feb!34w

Ix Board of Mayor and Alderhkv, I
February F, 1%* f
I1E Juiut Standing Committee on stmrto,
to whom was referred
and papers relatpetition
ing to the “Portland and forest Avenue Horse Kail
Koad.” ask leave to submit the following Report fur
location of said Horse Kail Koad, and for Kale* aad
Regulations thereof.
Per order of the Committee.
S. W LAKKaBEE, Chairman.

lie.,

T___

The trucks of the Portland and Forest Avenue
Railroad Company shall be located, ia the
City of
as follows; hut upon the express condition
that said Kailroad
shall, at all times alter
Company
the rails are laid down, keep in good order and complete repair, at their own expense, that portion ot all
streets through which the said rails are or may be
laid, lying between the rails, and also that portion of
the street l> lug outside of the rails and aujacent
thereto, extending one foot and a half from and outside of each rail throughout the whole leugtn of said
railroad in the streets of the City of Portland; and
also that the work ot laying down the tracks and
rails of said road shall be done under the direction
and to the satisfaction of the Committee on Streets
and of the Street < ouimiasiouer, aad also that the
form am! kind of rail to be used shall be satisfactory
to said Committee aud said Commissioner, and
approved of by them. *aid location beginmug at or
Stic h »t. Lawrence Ku'lg with one track over the

Portland,

with Middle, thence troui tbe junction of India and
Middle streets up Middle to tbe head of Treble
street, theuce from the bead of Treble street
over Treble street to Tortiaad street, theuce from the
of Treble and Tortiaad streets over Fortud street to its Junction with Farr.* street, thence
from the junction of TofUand and Tarri* streets ever
said Farris street toils junction with Kennebec street,
the nee from the Junction ol Farris aad Kaaaebea
streets over mid Keanebac street to Green street,
theuce from the Junction of Kennebec and Green
streets over beering’s Bridge to the line of Weetbroofc.
And diverging from this route in Congress sdcet
uear the head of Treble street, aad
eataauiag therefrom bv two track* over said Coagrese street to the
head of High street, thence from the Janetioa of
Congress and High streets with one irJm over High
street to Spring street, theuee from the junction of
High and apnng streets over Spring street to t lark
street, theuce from the Junction of Spring aad Clark
streetsover Clark street to Fine street, theuce from
the Junction or Clark and line streets over said Fine
street to Coagrese street, thence from the junction of
Tine and Congress streets over Coagrees
treat to
bead of High street, so as to connect with the tracks
hereinbefore specified, and extending to tbe head of
Treble street, and thence by one tract from the junction of Congress aad Treble streets over said Congress street to Atlantic street. Also diverging from
Congress street in front of the new City Building at
tbe head of Kxcbange street, and extending over
said Kxebange street to Middle street, with such turaoat* as may be necessary for the sale aad couteawnt
operation of said rued. Tbe tracks ot said railroad
shall be laid in or near tbe centre of the streets above
named as shall be determined by tbe City Kagiaeer
and the < bmmitleeon Streets, aad tbe curves around
the corners ol ail streets shall be located by the City
under the direction of said Committee, and
with tbe co-operation of tbe birectors ol said Railroad Company.
And tnis location is granted upon the
express condition that in tbe construction of said tracks, blocks
of stone of such form and sue as the Street Commissioner and City Rugineer shall direct, shall be laid
down inside and outside or each rail.
And upon the
farther condition that said Railroad Company shall
pave with the best of stoae material between tha
rails and to tbe distance of eighteen inches outside
thereof, whenever mud wherever the streets of the
city are passed, and between tbe doable tracks wherever double tracks are lard and as soon as they are
laid, through winch said rails are laid, and whenever
and wherever said stmt* are mscadamirrd. said
Company shall macadamize between said rails and
••ighteea incites outside thereof, aad wherever said
'treels are made of gravel or sand or other materials,
said
shall use the same materials between
and oatskle tbe rails as aforesaid, and all this work
shall be done to tbe satislhctiou of tbe Street 1 onmiseiooer and the Committee on Streets.
And upon
the further condition that whenever there shall bn
snow or ice in said streets to tbe
depth of six inches
or less, said Kai.road Company mao remove the same
from their tracks by shovels or by using such kind of
snow plough as the Street Commissioner shall
approve of. pro.ided they level It off and grade outside
of their rails so as to allow sleighs and other vehicles to pass along said *treet*and over their rails with
safety and couveuienee But whenever there » solid
suowor ice exceeding the depth of six inches in said
street*, thru said Railroad < ompanj shall not be allowed to remove the same from their rails without
first obtaining the consent of the street 1 i>mnii*» toner, approved by the Committee on streets, and then
only upon condition that they haul it off and grade
the street* wherever said suow or ice is so remoyed,
to the satisfaction of the Street Commissioner
But
if their consent for removing said snow or ice Is refused, then said Railroad Company!* authorized ta
use a sufficient number ot sleighs to convey
passengers over their road until tbe cars can be used on
their tiacks.
And upon the farther condition that said Railroad
Company shall fruthTally observe aad obey tha following rules and regulations in usiug their road.
vix:
Firtt —That no car shall be drawn at a greater
speed oa their road than six miles an hour.
Second—That while the cars are turning the eorners from one street to another tbe horses shall not
be driven faster than a walk.
flirrf-The cars driven In the same direction shall
not approach each other within a distauoe of three
hundred leet, except iu case of accident or at sta-

Caction

Kngiueer

Company

non*.

Fourth That cars running in different directions
shall not be allowed to stop abreast each other except
at station*
F\f A That no ears shall be allowed to stop oa a
cross-walk nor in front of an intersecting street, except to avoid collisions or to prevent danger to persons in the streets.
Sixth—That in case the conductor of any ear is required to stop at the intersection of two streets to receive or land passengers, the car shall be so
as to leave the rear plat Iona slightly over the last
—

Sch Maine Law, Amesbury, Fortress Monroe, by
E«ti» k Libby.
Sch Albert, Parker, New York, by master.
Sch John R Mather, Orr, New'York, by Mows
Nickerson.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willets, New York, Emery
k Fox.

The new bark Jane g Storer, (of Yarmouth) Waite,
from Portland l>ec 21. lor Warren Point. Ire. with
deals, was lost duriug the terntic gales of the 19th
and 20th ult. on the coast of Ireland
So particulars
are given yet as to the late o! the officers and crew.
The J g S was a tine bark of 600 tons, built during
See a worn in in another column picking Sambuci
the past season by Messrs. Storer k Sarget. of YarGrapes, for Speer's Wine. It isau admirable article
mouth. b whom she was owned.
used in hospitals,and by the first families in Paris |
Bark Lexington Bearse. at New York from Havana. reports. Jan 26th. D S Shot Keys beariug South
Loudon and New York, iu preference to old Port
lo miles, at 6 AM. made a sail about 6 miles distant,
Wine, it is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfacon the opposite tack, w heu she
suddenly careeued
tion.
dec 22 dly
and disa|>|wared; stood towards the place where she
was last seen, aud found a large ijuantity of drift
stuff, of a vessel’s gallev, waist boards, empty barrels, he; could not fiud her boats or any living beSPECIAL NOTICES.
A

tb‘"PD*p.

-__

4,*nem*ter»

Portland and FwcM Avnnc Hone
Kailroad ( onpuy.

BROKERS* BOARD.
.Stocks.
Bostok, Feb 11. 1862.

or

Caution.

the oils of coffees, giving them greater
a finer flavor than can
be produced in an iron roaster.
We thank our
friends for their generous patronage, and intend to look after their Interests by guarding
them against imposition, and shall in* happy to
answer all orders promptly with which they
L. J. Hill,
Co.
may favor us.
I'ebT—dl w*

devoted to reading matter in the Press
compared with that of the Advertiser. Now ;
we did not speak at random, nor do we in i

I

Wednesday,

•iok

United States

strength ami

to be pardoned for briefly
vindicating a former stateineut. The Advertiser takes exceptions to our notice of its im-

provements, and denounces

a

saves

truly refreshing.

controversy.

NEWTON UNIVERSITY.

|

official)'.”

Ey We hope

JUNCTION.

4 !h

s

be” “in favor of the Portland Press, in the
of Capt. Bachclder, of Co. B, 3d Maine

space
ANNAPOLIS

states, for he

a

case

ed in the Press

Fore Street.

The steamers for or from
Queenstown, except the Canadian line,

Prom California—Election of
Senator.

down
not

JONES,

dlw*__lift

Londonderry.

in the newsp iper of the largest circulation, in
the .'stale, of Maine, they are* it seems, publish-

STREET.

D L Fields B, E B Cook B, J If Allen E, Jeremiah
1 owle Jr. E—6th regiment,
J H Jordan F—10th regiment.
Stephen Stanford (», Theodore H Pavne B—5th reg"
nent.
STEWART S MANSION.
H Marsh II—3<i regiment.
James H Knapp F, Weutworth Stewart H—17th

Springfield

night, and knocked
Brigadier Generals; and it was
good night for Generals either!’’

‘Ch

Baltin*,*d?y

aug7—dftm

lar lines.

warlike Geucrals.

The Age very truly says, “the
finding and sentence ol the Court Martial in
his case having been ordered ‘to be published

‘giment.

zw-

such

Regiment.”

Emery

n

to

We again thank the
Age for its kindness and courtesy. Such a
F—20th regiment. I
display of these qualities towards a political

Hiram I> Bugliee II—6th regiment.
C II Hooper K —1st cavalry.
L Huutou K—4th regiment.
J F Knight E, J F Lewis 1, Allan
Partridge B—
I 1th regiment.
Wentworth Stuart H, Edwin Merrill K— 17th reg.
1 nent.
Win. H Shorey F, Win. N Tozier F. discharged
j an 14. Ira B Hey son G, discharged Jan. 4—19th

r

admit that there is nny dis-

jy*The Augusta Age has our thanks for*
informing the nuinourous readers of its tri!
weekly, that “the mooted question as to which
newspaper in the State has the largest circulation,’’ has been settled by "the powers that

—

r

to

two

John L White E. E$ Chiprnan C, E W Hodgdon
I. Wen field S Waterhouse I—17th regiment.
Oliver 1* SMelinger I, returned to duty
4th regi-

HOLLIDAY

unwilling

ear.

Dr. J. Wislet Kelley will be in attendance at
his Medical Office, 214 Congress street,
Tuesday and

J

would not be

Willard's the other

.‘gimcnt.

lent.
.1 Walker F—19th regiment
F Gusher G, ¥ Geyor 4., .1 Bint's

of

tucked up in featiier Itetis like heroes with
their martial cloaks around them. Some one
told me that he threw a rock at a lame dog at

CALVERT STREET.

1

Watson,

are

—

|

Mr.

was

ty, he said: “We see thousands of them about
the streets here, and in Willard’s Hotel they

J

r

a

friends of the Common Council say

..

C ( Tracy A—22d regiment.
Elijah Budges h. Wm. P Holden G, Richard KelI her I, died Jan. 21. Joshua Ray E-2d regiment.
J G Brown K. J G Boynton C. W X Gilman E. E
«
Kantian n
*1 regiment.
David Blanchard D, E A Furbish A, E L Higgins
f .1 I* Wentworth C, George W Whitman A—4th

Main

n

suppositions? Would they suggest the idea
of the slightest disloyalty!
jySenator Nesmith of Oregon—a Maine
boy, by the way—is a bit of a wag. In speaking in the senate recently of the necessity of
more discipline, vigor and activity in the army
and the evil of having so many officers off du-

t'AMDKN 8TREET.

tent.

seriously damaged, but
was driving,

was

seem

] J*t of Maine Soldier* In the various hospital* in and around Baltimore.

,*

dow

loyalty in this city. Suppose a case. Suppose
a consequential citizen should say, in the
presence of a uuinlier of his fellow-citizens, that
he wished all the army officers would resign
and come home! Supose he should be told
that such an act would probably place us all
under the rule of Jeff Davis. Suppose to this
he should respond, “0, Jeff lfacis is a pretty
rlecer sort of a man,”—what do our sensitive

of Bremen; act to extent! the time for the
ompletion of the York A Cumberland R. R.
Adjourned.

F. F Ilalm F, James 8 Thomas G, Africa I* Colton
Jam • M lYttiugill K, Deniel OKein K. William
Whitney I. Levi M M-mre G, 8 K Haskell II. Geo.
Dear borne 11. 8amuel 1* Burnell B, .lore. Grindeli
I C I* Cloudman I. Sawn ( I’mtt F.. Wm. U Cham1 plain G. Parker Mudge II, Oliver Stinnetord A—
3th regiment.
.Sylvanui* Warren I, George Wliitten H, Jackson
J lixer D—19th regiment
James II Bowden I—6th regiment.
Geo K Keating K. J 8 Richardson D—1st cavalry.
Joseph 8t Germain C—6th regiment.
A B Hutchins C, Llewelitui (.vnthuer G, Charles
aminon C, Iredell LansonMi, Daniel A Godwin
F,
ohu EChaae 11, John M Kvder B. Alexander llen<i erson II. Price G Cummings I. died Jan. 7. Otis Ire* in H. Calvin 8 Wetherbee I. Ichabod I Warren K.
ohu W Morin F, Daniel W Header B. Orv iu B Man* tllia B. Frank G Russell C, Jabex 8
Fogg F, James
letheu B. O AndrewsI. Edmund Morrison 11, Gustv us M Kimball C—90th regiment
Thos. W Damon, Seth W TerrHl-*-6tb battery.
Wm. Pheasant G, Morgan Garrett D—10th regi-

furiously dashing

bead, his
likely to prove fatal.
jy The gentlemen who attempted the recent demonstration in the Common Council,

act

t
c

says that on Mon-

bruised and cut about the face and

explanatory of Section 5,
to sheriffs’ fees; act
o set off part of Franklin plantation and annex
* he same to Sumner; act relating to the rale of
* enl estate
for noD-imynicnt of taxes in the
to

'hap- 116, R. 8., relating

He has

Street, ran into another team, laying the latter
horse flat, and causing the sled to turn completely bottom side uppermost. Neither horse

injnries

Iteamhoat Co.; act additional to an act incor1 sirating the Union Fire Insurance Co. at Ban;or; act to amend Chap. SO, Sect, 8, R. 8., re-

^

while

8urgery, including

Tbs Pirate Florida at N assail.
New York, Feb. 11.
The schooner Antelope,(ruin Nassau Jan. j
31, reports that the pirate Florida arrived there ;
on the 30lh. recruited, aud sailed on Lhe evenI
ing of the :11st. .She had not made any new
——
prizes since operating off Cardenas. No Amer- j
ican war vessels were at or near Nassau.
PASSENGERS.
The hrie Porto Plato, from Port au Platte,
In the Bohemian, from Liverpool—Ensign Rogers.
reports: Feb. 2, lat. 31, Ion. 74, saw two
U T Crosbie. Lieut Butler. Knsign Gambler, Mr and
steamers steering east uuder steam and canMrs Adamson, Mrs Stewart. Mrs J Biddle. Mr Dent,
vas—apparently a chase. One had the beam ) J Williams, T Bennett aud lady and 3 children. Mr
of her engine painted lead color and the oilier I Davey, Mr Shilton. Mr Jones and lady. J S Parker,
*
U M Ritchie. Mr Huut. lady and chi hi, J D Nourse,
painted black.
| A O Finlay, Kev D Mathieson at d son, Mr Kenwor*
thy, Mr MeGee, and 88 others in steerage.
I
Prom Fort Bojral.
Port Royal, S. C\, Feb. 3.
The most of Maj. Gen. Foster’s fleet, from
North Caroliifa, has arrived here in good conf
Liverpool—steamship Bohemian—6 cases wine, to
dition.
f B ft A Lx Co; 1 case earthern ware, 3 case* meats.to
The 1st South Carolina negro regiment ar- ; Thos Paddock ; 40 cases steel. 42 bars irou, J B Taft;
8 cases mchds, J K Prindle; 1 case. Agt UTS Co;
rived here yesterday from an expedition sixty
26 bdls steel. Naylor ft Co. 32 cases mchds. T
Maey,
miles up the St. Mary's River, Ga., to the town
and sundry pkgs lor Canada. Boston aud New York.
of Woodstock, which they burnt, after having
repulsed the enemy in a severe engagement.
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
They also destroyed some extensive salt
works.
RTRARRR
The regiment fought like veterans
FROM
FOR
RAILS
and repulsed superior numbers.
Bnruseta.Southampton..New York. Jan 18
Etna .Literpool.New York
Jan 28
Portland
Jan 28
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.
Asia.Liverpool.... New York Jan 31
The Intrigues against Burnside.
.Feb 7
Canada.Liverpool.Boston
New York
Feb 11
New York, Feb. 11.
Bavaria.Southampton New
York
.Feb 14
The Tribune's Washington dispatch says the j China.Liverpool
New York... Feb 26
ilammonia.Southampton.
joint committee ii|>on the Conduct of the War
TO DBPAET.
is proseculiug with vigor and effect the inIlansa .New York Bremen.Feb 14
quiry into the insubordinate influences which Bohemian.Portland Liverpool.Feb 14
Luropa.Boston -Liverpool.... Feb 18
persuaded from the President a countermand Ltna
.New York Liverpool.Feb 21
of Gen. liurnside's order to cross the Rappaliorussia.
New York llainburgi.Feb 21
hannock and renew the Fredericksburg tight.
Anglo Saxon.Portland
Liverpool.Feb 21
Asia .New York Liverpool
Feb 25
The investigation has already included the inMails are forwarded by every steamer iu the regu
fluence of a Cabinet officer with that of uu-

thrown out,
run over, and was taken up for dead.
It was,
however, ascertained that though seriously

inn.
Patud to be enacted.—Act making valid and
mending the act incorporating the Hebec Lake

j tting

Bangor Times

Parkman, who

Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Various petitions were presented and referred.
Read and auigned.— Bill authorising the

Telegraph

in Phila-

for my honorable auditors. Abraham Lincoln
is a greater traitor than Jefferson Davis. What
lias Jeff Davis done? He has merely infring-

Mr. Kingsbury of Portland introduced a bill
confer certain powers on the City of Port-

(enneboe

recently

to

B. W.
feb4

Nashville, Feb. 10.
Our forces entered Lebanon, Tenn., on the
8th insL They captured some 600 rebels, the
most of them being men from Morgan's command.
.Many Held officers were taken.—
Among the prisoners was Paul Anderrou, a
violent rebel member of the .State Legislaliire
of 18«lu and 1802. He was an original secessionist, and one of the earliest advocates lor n
Southern Confederacy. Over 100 wounded
soldiers reached here by cars from Murfreesboro’ to-nighL
A numlier of Paymasters left for the front
this morning. The first train fur Murfreesboro’ will leave here to-morrow. The river is
falling, though it is raining heavily. There
are six feet of water on the shoals.

materially injured.”

paid

SWEET ORAN*.ES.—Another lot of nice Orangesjust received and selling at very low prices, a

From Tennessee -Capture of Lebanon and
000 Rebels.

the Ailir.iuisration are not lit to tie boot-blacks

Mercan-

suspended and the bill passed

but not

Particular attention
diseases of the eye and

run.

delphia anil made a speech at a democratic
meeting, and the Press of that city says the
following atrocious language was received
with applause. Said Burr: “The members ol

I and.

es

the 6th of

on

pltf.,

< o

•essful

um.

were

of McClellan, and

Charles C. Burr was

engrossed.

:he present Sii|ierintendcnt, after three years’
lervice in this department—apian already

idopted in its essential features, and in sueoperation, in Pennsylvania and New
Pork. This is the plan, which must in time
Ming order out of the chaos of the present
llsjoiutcd system, if system it can be called.
'or a single illustration ol the disadvantages
inder which our schools now labor, cousider
lie mischief and confusion w hich spring from
he selection of text books by each separate
■omiuiitce throughout the Stale. It would be
oraething to have uniformity, even If the
looks were no better; but they would be beter if the selection were left to a
capable State
'Ulcer, raised above the influence of publish-

bruised,

what

lens, and members of Mt.Kineo Lodge. Accept-

ules

track of

down Pine street, and brought up against the
house of Mr. Jones. The horses were some-

I. Miller et als.
Mr. Goodwin, from the Judiciary Committee,
•eported a bill to incorporaee the masters, war-

ile Affairs, Ac., reported a bill to incorporate
he Rockland & Thomaston Gas Light Co. The

intends to

triple

(right while coming down High street on
Monday last, and became unmanageable. The
driver jumped out, and the horses dashed

Mr. llcsrce, from the Committee on Militia,
■sported leave to withdraw on the petition of V

on

the

The Bath Times says “the span of
horses belonging to Col. E. K. Harding, took

Hopkinson.from the Judiciary Committee,

tol is to be the center of educational

The Union

hcrealtor, we infer, on
defense of slavery, defense
opposition to the war.

in

ed—bill read and assigned.
Mr. Runletl. from the Committee

a

Republican papers approvproclamation and the re-

run

improbable
materially In loss

From Apalachieola—Apprehensions for the
Safety of our Vessels.
New York, Feb. 11.
A Key West correspondent stales that the
U. S. steamers Somerset and Port Royal are
at Apalachicola, and (’apt. Morris of the latter
vessel has made all necessary preparations to
receive the irou clad steamer known to be up
the river and ready lor sea.
He has information that the rebels have also
fitted lip four large steamers after the plan of
those that captured the Harriet Lane, and
have lengthened a schooner and put a propeller in her. making a formidable steam gunboat.
All the above fleet are nearly ready to make,
tlie attack, and I am expecting hourly to hear
of precisely such another affair at Apalachicola
as has been witnessed at Galveston and Sabine
Pass, unless heavily reinforced, and that very
soon.
The affair is bound to come off, anil the
result will be as at Galveston, for Captains
Morris and Crossman know no such word as

•

moval of McClellan.

lions.

Ihc duties now shared with agents and selectmen, is to report to the Commissioner of the
listricL Such is the plan recommended by

Col. Neal Dow is st New Orleans expecting a
He has been cited to
command in advance.
appear in the District I’ou11 to answer to stealing silver ware, sugar, Ac., valued at $1000, be-

the President’s

ing

j

direction.

It blazons Its column head

with extracts from

Referred.

ject to wise regulations, of a Superintendent
of Public Instruction. His office at the
Capi-

■>.

bit of

following

The Machias Union has taken on
wrinkle.

new

reported legislation inexpedient on an order resting to the use of check lists at annual elec-

IIIC OUHV.

operatians;
special Commissioner of Public Instruction in each county or Congressional district,
is to report to the Superintendent; and in
each town a School Committee,performing all

said:

yeas '/7, nays none. The House
adopted without opposition.

Crosby,

Mr.

and all indis-

*iu

in iha or.nntwar

recent letter the

statement.

own

were

from the Judiciary Committee,
reported reference to the next Legislature, with
in order of notice, on the
petition of John C.
Friend ct als.

a

The despatches from New York yesterday

*aj t-iwiiCUD ui

Iiiiunuti

their

Stickney,

Mr.

He recommends the
organization of an articulate State system of
education, under the general su|iervi*ion, sub-

Gem Dow at New Orleans.

ivugiu£

W.VM

un-

from the Committee on Interior
waters, reported reference to the next Legislature on the petition of George W. Bickford; alio leave to withdraw on the
petition of John
Eastman.

perintendent's Report.

fidelity to our common flag? It was while
men slept that the enemy sowed tares. “Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty."" States
have been nearly loft to the loyal cause
through the inactivity of loyal men. A determined enemy is wide awake, zealous, active,
bold, defiant and unscrupulous. Shall it be opposed by equal zeal and vigor?

things

VMM.

re-

:oncurrence.

Mr.

V<*m*rnhlf> friond
a

NEWPORT—Ar 9th, sch R H Perkimi
Havana, in ballast, (see disasters.)

|

of men,
for the lire of the Hatteras appears to have
been well directed and her battery admirably
served.
Immediately upon this news beinj^reoeivod
in Havana, the United States steamers Wachusctls and Oneida sailed direct for Kingston, and the Santiago de Cuba and R. R. Cnyler, then on the south side of Cuba, were ordered at once to the same port, and the
Tioga
and Sonoma were also steering iu the same

K7” The Augusta Age, in its anxiety to
say something smart, pokes its nose into the
private business matters of the Press, and does
it in a way to show its utter ignorance of the
facts which it preteuds to give. We had supposed that in all such matters, the parties most
directly interested should be allowed to make

Horsr.

well if the

to

the

hardening and invigorating the gum, purifying
breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the

from youth to old age, the "Sozodont” is now
j teeth,
EVENING PAPERS.
| used and recommended by many of the moat eminent
divines, dentists, physician*, chemists and scientific
The Alabama at Kingston in a Damaged
gentleman of the day.
Condition—The Pirate Probably Blockaded
Sol by all
Druggists everywhere, at 50 cents per
by IT. 8. Gunboats.
bott,e* Tr»al bottles and testimonials obtained
I
grat
New York. Feb. 11.
H. II. HAY,
tis
of
Portland.
A few days before the steamer North Star j
HALL k BUCK EL, Sole
Agents, New York.
sailed from Key West, a communication was
dec27 eod2m*
received hf Rear Admiral Bailey, from our
Consul General in Havana, in which he stated
PORTLAND POST
OFPlt'K*
that he had just received a telegraphic disMAIL ARRANGEMENTS
from
the
United
Stated
Consul
at
patch
TriniWESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 7** p *
u
ri«—
uioseaat
dad de Cuba, saying that an English brig had
7.45 AM. and 1.30 P.M.
arrived from Kingston, Jamaica, witli the inEASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. C loses .♦ 12 %,
EUROPE—C
loses
at
1
30 Pm’
every Saturday
formation that tlie Alabama readied that port
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M
Closes at 11 g
on the UOtli 11 It., and hud landvd the
remaining
MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
officers and crew of tile United States steamer
Hatteras, sunk off Galveston, over 100 in A ty-office
open daily (Sundays excepted) from g
M to 9 P. M. On Sundays, from 8$ to9) A M.
number.
It was further reported that the Alabama
Dru. J. Clawson Kelley and H. L. Davie’
had suffered severely in her tight with the
Medical Office, No. 229} Congress street, np same
Hatteras; that she hud live shots in her hull,
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place la Portone of which, that went
through tier stern land where Dr. Kelley’s
genuine medicines can be
post, was a very bad one. She put into Kingshad. Advice free upon all diseases.
ton to repair damages, and expected to be
jan‘27d8awftwtf32
ready for sea in four days. No mention was
made in the dispatch of the number killed and
Physician and Surgeon.—H. A.LAMB,X.
D.,
wounded on either side, consequently we are
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
as much in the dark as ever w hom the surM.
Portland,
vivors are. It is not at all
that the

Alabama suffered

lk* warned each night, the day review;
Idle or busy, search it through.
And while probation'* minute* last
Let every hour amend the past.

by as-

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Howard of Hallowell.
Pa|>ers from the Senate were disposed of

her

excellent advice:

Adjourned.

But who shall decide upon the loratiou of
academies worthy of a liberal support?
This question brings us to the last and by
far the most important suggestion in the Su-

and measures, and of sworn resistance to all
settlement of our present difficulties except

among other

college undergraduates,

-.'“"'J

was

:orporating the city of Lewiston.

schools, and there maintain institutions deserving their honorable name. What is called local enterprise lias given ns an abundant crop of
mushroom academies, often under the instruction of

A

pends

Mr. Peters then moved to fix the salnry at
»'^1HX) instead of
1 .VX).
Without taking a vote
the bill was laid upon the table.
Mr. Jordan offered a bill to amend the act in-

State would take in hand the endowment of

errors

morning,

It would be

lulistitution
imendments

expressed

same store, gets 13500 a year.
As the son
sells goods the old man hauls them to the sidewalk. There are stranger reinances in life
than ever were written.

ue

derstanding that certain amendments should be
proposed to the bill by Mr. Peters. The vote on

academies, in accordance with a settled policy
of maintaining them where, and only where,
they are needed as a supplement to the district

they organize
of public sentiment, to increase the
apirit of uncompromising loyalty, and to
quicken the circulation of truth ? Why should
not Portland, and all other large towns and
cities in the state, contain efficient organizations, not on a mere party basis, but on the
basis of unconditional Union, of unwavering
aupport of the administration in its wai policy
men, that

sppply

It is

tions of the State.

the Land office came up

his mistress thus

male

a

In a large mercantile house in Philadelphia the porter, a man 70 years old, gets a
salary of $7 a week, and his son, a clerk in the

reconsidered, on motion of Mr. Peters, and
the bill was passed to be engrossed.
on

out of

piece

Cy Drs. Geo. 8. Currier of Head field,Israel
Bath, and P. Harding of Ellsworth,
have been appointed Examining Surgeons, by
the Commissioner of Pensions.

was

The reports

leg,

a

For

COUNTRY

hospitals

Putnam of

Patted to he engrosted.—Resolve for the establishment of Military Agencies.

signment. A long debate ensued. There
no opposition to
substituting the minority
port for the report of the majority, with the

in the

it will not make him sick.”

Kennebec river; and all expenses created by the
acts of said Wardens.

professionally educated teachsuperfluous to resort to argument
in support of the self-evident proposition, that
some special training is needed lor a teacher
as much, tossy the least, as fora horse.
A
teacher lassoed
and brought wild into a
school-room, is a very dangerous animal.
Some general modification of the district
system must be made in time, as has been
done already in our cities ami larger towns.
This movement however is but just
beginning.
Tin independent districts and rare academics
must still serve the more
thinly populated sec-

harsh word

VUUUIItn,

was

and the four are unable to

visitor’s

directed to furnish the Legislature with statements of the amounts paid the Fish Wardens on

the demand for

of peace, and suggests compromises. It approves inactivity, and scowls at vigor. It de-

uillfVIU

recently

compassion: “Poor dear little creature, I hope

c

BIIU

the establish incut of at least two
normal schools is necessary. Massachusetts

ers.

Geti.

o

in the list of

are

names

ry A lap dog, biting

On motion of Mr. Merrow, it was ordered
that the Clerks of the Courts of Sagadahoc,
•vuuovw,

a

at Washington :
J. F. Colton, 2d Maine Battery; Daniel Cobb, Co. H, 16th Maine.

en-

superintending school committee. The
Superintendent recommends the addition of
tlie words, “and by a lioard of three well educated physicians,” as ail amendment.
To
correct the evils arising from incompetence of

four,

iy The following
soldiers who have died

was

The vote of yesterday, [>ost|K>ning
indefinitely
the bill for the preservation of certain birds,

lias

j

"Xo,” said he,

grossed.

poachers,

Butler, and every old Democrat who goes for
crushing the rebellion at all hazards. It talks

nounces

gages.
Bill to amend Sect. 3, Chap. 76, R. 8.,
called up by Mr. Wiggin, and passed to be

“the

forced upon us by the disunionists of the South,” is a mere abolition

sists that “the

on

for
Indira Affairs.

of G. S. Steward and 30 others, for the repeal
o;
of the law for the foreclosure of railroad mort-

of the

and stocks

fanner if he had any sour
“cos we only made two barrels
dis year for sickness.”

Agents

incor[Miratc the Rockland & Thomaston
Light Co. was read and, under a suspension
of the rules, passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Wiggin introduced a bill additional to
Chap. 80, R. S. Referred.
Petitions presented and referred.—Of N. H,
Boutelle and 200 others, against Je-chanering
the Winslow Bridge Co.; of Mercantile Bank,
Bangor.forliberty to increase their capital stock;

tion or reconstruction of a school house, vot“ed by the district, shall first lie approved by

.every measure of the government put forth to
sustain itself aud to crush out rebellion. It

Indian

Bill to

Superintendent on the first
jKrnit should Dy all means be adopted. The
present law provides, that “a plan for the erec-

not,

question of the fact that disloyalty
is assuming an unwonted boldness, and lifts it
head in both high and low places. It carps at

of the

Referred to Committee

L'_L

again declining,
upward tendency.

in

German
krout for sale.—

Gas

are

an

Rappings

—

dressed, 1014 pounds.
jy A new Brunswlcker asked

was

through
mitting the reports

The general complaint is of poor
school houses and incompetent teachers. A

no

disposed of in

received from lhe Gov.
the Secretary of State, trans-

ernor,

though the existence of a law making this requirement seems not universally known. A
single question in the blanks issued Ia4l year,

spirit and
loyal men.

efficacious

-TO THE-

when

A communication

1802.

Letter from the

Sozodont—The most convenient and
Dentifrice the world has ever produced.

Fragrant

BY TELEGRAPH

David Wilkins of Knox, Waldo County, killed on the 28th ult., a hog weighing,

concurrence.

The number of reports of supervisors and
school committees forwarded to the Superintendent has been much larger than ever before,

aon

press, and we admire its
commend it to the attention of all

Gold is
have taken

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Waterman
were

—

the fourth page
Sale of a Wife; &c.

Verse;

Acgcsta, Feb. 11.

of Hallowed.
Papers from the Senate

Special Topics.

the great hindrances in your town,
to tlie
progress and prosperity of your
schools?” has drawn out a very full expression of the prevalent dissatisfaction already

loyal

the

Wednesday.

Under each of these heads, except the first,
will be found a methodical and instructive abstract of the school returns of town officers.

the rounds of

SELECTED.

Z'W~~ On

rttESS.|

SENATE.

merits and defects

of the present system are
3. l’roper Studies of the Common
4. The District System. 6. Normal

DAILY

TO THE

•

six heads: 1. The Schools and the Rebellion.
2. Our Glory and Shame, under which the

ladelphia, and a Hue private mansion lias been
taken for a club bouse. The Bulletin savs the
league is made up of men of unquestioned loyalty, and on it* roll are to be found the names
of Democrats as well as Republicans. It includes many of the solid men of Philadelphia,
and its officers are such as will be sure to command respect and coutldence. Hon. Wm. M.
Meredith is President, and Messrs. Wm. H.
Ashurst, Horace Binney, Jr., John B. Myers,
and A. E. Borie are Vice Presidents. The
league is uot to be a political Institution, but
It will be a rendezvous where men true to the
Government may meet on common ground,
and interchange views, undisturbed by those
of doubtful loyalty.

AND

On the first page
Firth Maine.

LEGISLATURE Or MAINE.

sparse

Thursday Morning, February 12, 1803.

———■——

ORIGINAL

1

is in a state of transition. The old sytfcem,
which hits answered so well the needs of a

PORTLAND, MAINE

__—-.•♦♦»«

Schools.

Our

Newport 9th. having experienced

severe

weather aud

coutiary winds the entire passage; has been 16 days
north ot Uatteras; lost and split sails, aud leaks 600
strokes per hour.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 9th. Wild Rover. Crowell,
Boston t*ct 9; A rev, Starkey. New York Sept 4.
KEY WEST—In port 4th. ships Wizard king, and
Lydia; bark Essex, ftn New York. disg.
BALI IMOKE-Ar 8th. schs Kate Merrill. Wicks.
New York; 9th. 1 C Hertz, from Alexandria
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, sch Star King. Duane,
New York
Ar 9th, sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer. Cardenas.
Cld 9th, bark Brothers. Mariner.for tienfuegon; A
Manderson, Thompson, Port Royal SC; brigs Black
Fish. Fairchild, Marseilles: iierauium. Pierce, for
Cardenas; Maxatlau, Merrimau. do.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th. ship gueen Esther. Means,
VeraCruz- brigs C W King. Kuntlev. from Havana;
Open Sea. Rogers, Key West; schs Z A Paine, Jones,
East port; Onola. V reemaa. and Peerless, Higgins,
Boston for Philadelphia.
CM 9th. ship John A Parks. Cooper, Montevideo;
sch E F Lewis, Wallace. Portland.
Ar 10th. ship W ¥ Storer. Rawlins, frn Liverpool;
Pierce. Monrovia; brigs Sitka. Elbark
liot, Aguadilla; Kennebec, Blair, Sagua; schs Malabar. \\ elsli, Philadelphia; Jusiah A churn, Hatch, fiu

greyhound,

Rockland.

Cld loth, ships Energy. Caulkius, Liverpool; William, Berry, Havana; barks Cephas Starrett, Packard. Cork; Voyager, Kuowles, gibraltar; Edwin,
Nugent, do.
Sid 9th, ship Hemisphere, and Snwamaet.
MYSTIC Ct— Ar 9tn, sch White Sea, Jones, New

York.

—

stopped

crossiug.

Seventh—That the conductor and driver of each
oar shall keep a vigilant watch lor all teams, carriages. pereous on toot, and especially for children,
ana npou the least appearance of danger to snch
teams, carriages, persons, or children, the car shall
be stopped in the-hortest time possible.
Eighth— That the conductors do nol allow ladies or
chiloreu to enter or leave the cars while in motion.
Xmth—That no salt or other article snail be used
in removing snow or ice from their tracks which may
prove injurious to sleighs or other vehicles crossiug
them, without the conaeut of the 8tree! Commissioner
7V»M—That a printed copy of these rules and regulations shall be put up and’ kept In a conspicuous
place inside of every Mr used on their road.
And also upou the further condition that said Railroad C'ompauv shall accept the locatioa hereinbefore
the several
condispecified, ami agree toconnected
with the same withions and regulations
tn one month from March 1st. A. 1>. 1963 and make
iaud complete and put iu running order said Raihoad
in two years from -aid date, otherwise such portion
a* is not then made shall be nail and void.
And also upou the fiarther condition that said Railroad Company shall comply with aad obey any and
all other rules, regulations, orders, ordinances, or roquiremeuts which have been adopted, or may be
adopted at any time hereafter by the City Council of
Cortland in relation to said Railroad or to the streets
through which the tracks thereof are laid, not inconsistent with the rights lierciu granted
And
upon the further condition that any similar
corporation hereafter incorporated, which shall construct its railroad in any of the streets of the City of
Cortland where the Cortland and Forest Avenue
Railroad Company have no track, may cuter upon
and connect with and use the track of said Portland
and Forest Avenue Railnmd Company tor such rates
of compensation as mav be mutually agreed upou,
and in cue* of disagreement of tin* Directors of said
persons shall be apCompanies, three disinterested
pointed bv a Judge of the Supreme Court, upon the
and
due
notice to the otheither
party
application of
fix said rates of compener, who shall U(K>n hearing
all
matters
iu
determine
dispute between
sation and
said Companies, aud the services of said Commisin
be
equal proportions by said
sioners shall
paid

provisions,

Companies.
Head and laid on the table, and ordered to be printed in the "Daily PreM” and "Eastern
J. M. IIRATH, City Clerk,
Attest:
fbfcil It

Argot.*'

/

ABOUT TO W Ft.

MATTERS

Supreme Judicial

plaintiff

opening

the

at

until flfteeu minutes past

closed—having

seven in the evening
consumed nine hours

o’clock Thursday morning.at which time Judge
CuUiug will give the case to the jury.

Municipal Court.—fob. 11«
Bluefleld, for assault and battery on
Nathaulel Johnson, paid a fine imposed of five
dollars and costs. The parlies reside iu the
same house, and the ditScnity is said to hare
originated In a family quarrel. J. H. Williams
for the defense.
Valuable Lbctcbe.—The lecture before
the M. L. A. last evening, at the City Hall, by
Hr. Holland of

Springfield, was a very rich j
treat for the very large hut very tu>/a*hiontihle
audience that crowded the hail. His subject
was “Fashion,” but those who had prepared

mistakeu in their lives.

The lecture

able essay upon fashionable life and fashionable literature, and showing how widely they
differ from

a

true

Christian or

truly Democratic
sparkled oc-

The lecture

fashion.

to

England.

These

sufficiently to preserve them on their
They are brought by railroad from
Ohio, Illinois, Ac., apii shipped principally by
passage.

the Canadian line of steamers from this port.
During the month of January last these steamtook from our port

12,996 packages of
containing 7,371.360 pounds, varied at
$870,496.80. I .aril, hams, Ac., are also exported largely by the same Hue.
Vessel Lost.—The new bark Jane Q.
Storer, of Yarmouth, hence for Warren Point,
Ireland, Dec. 21st, was lost on the coast of
Ireland in the severe gales prevailing between
the 19th and 22d ulL She was built and owned
by Messrs. Storer A Sargent of Yarmouth,
and was loaded with deals here, by Messrs. II.
Winslow A Co. We do not learn any partic-

loss, whether there was any loss
whether there was any insurance on

the vessel or cargo. CapL Waite was master
of the vessel, and this is the third time within

Arrival of the Steamitr.—Steamship
Bohemian, CapL Borland, from Liverpool 23d
sod Londonderry 24th ult., arrived at this port
about half past 4 o'clock yesterday morning.
Her news has been anticipated. She experienced

heavy westerly gales and extreinelv

Another of the

large Dahlgren guns
yesterday afternoon at the works of
Portland Company. There was a large

at

7

1-2,

meeting

llali.

—

the door.

1

his advertisement.
A

spirited debate is expected to come
evening before the Mechanic Association upon the slavery question. The public

off this

WIV

wuuvavu

1UUI

A

casuug

in favor of a re-

PROCTER,

eof

_

BROKER.

cent.
Of Webster's spellingbooks over a million a year are sold; the price
has been raised recently from sixty-live to
ninty cents; all school books have gone up in
pro|«iion. This takes money out ol the pocket of every father and mother in the laud—
to enrich a few
already wealthy paper man-

twenty-five per

THE

ufacturers.
The Secretary of the Treasury
reports,
officially, to the Senate, that in his opinion
“the reduction of the diitv on
printing patier
would not losscu the revenue from that
source,
but would tend largely to increase it,” Tims
it seems the present duty on
|>a|>er actually
deprives the country of revenue, that a lew
manufacturers
wealthy paper
may retain a
monopoly of a necessary article of consumption. It is the highest duty of
Congress to
protect the people against such injustice.
4th. Mr. John 1>. Defrees, Superintendent
of Public
Printing at Washington, reports
officially, that to take the duty off paper w ill
save the Government
#100,000 per annum,
This sum now goes into the
pockets of the i
paper monopolists. If Congress takes otf the
duty, it will go into the pockets of the people.
If more reasons are wanted for
passing an

JJ**-

j

demanded by expediency,
by common
sense, and resisted only by a combination of

wealthy monopolists,

we can

LUMSDON,

1

1st. The combination of paper makers to
raise the price of this necessary article has already deprived a great many ol the poor peotheir daily newspaper. This is an iny to them and to the country; but it put*
money into the pockets or a lew wealthy paper manufacturers.
2d. School hooka have already advanced

act

give yet others.

Gray Beards, Attend!

THE

Stamps.

steamship Bohemian.

why it should at once declare
peat of the duty on paper:

•

N

_

Foub Reasons fob the Repeal of the
Paper Duty.—The New York Evening Poet
w

|

1

BY“We •are indebted to Mr. How, foreign I
mail clerk in the Post office, for London and
papers per

WANTS... LOST,

"notice."

aw invited to attend.

Liverpool

lllHi

THE

fcY T. 8. Hatch, at his oyster saloon,
116 Exchange street, serves up the bivalves in
every desirable siiape to suit customers. Sec
BY

ON

IN

will be held at

at

Library Associ’on

THE

in the

popular assemblies will
evening at Mechanics’

No tickets will be sold

Mercantile

j

«

j

I

Mechanics’ Assemblies.—The Arst ol the
secood course of these
tike place to-morrow

JmJBB

THE

and at the same hours to-

A prayer
10 1-2 both days.

morrow.

TUAGLR,
Long

THE

crowd of spectators present. The cast was
a successful one, and it excited the admiration
of ail present.

evening

*•

EDUCATIONAL.

was cast

preaching
at 3 o'clock, and

,S(aW,U*,A,‘

METRQPOUTAM HOTEL,

dangerous.

church this afternoon

2,000 SSiStLB

TH

the child, though It was not burned any. It
was uncertain laat evening how badly the
child was aAccted, hut it was hoped it was not

Casco St

!:*»

Company,

THE

which created such a heat that the clothes
took Are and communicated to the mantlepiece. The extreme heat affected the head of

at

&*.

HKRRiiQ.

THE

Accident.—An infhnt child of Mr. R. J. D.

will be

D*“*?r*.

yf..b2

IS

Larrabee, residing on Myrtle street, was injured yesterday fore aoon by Are. The child was
near the stove in a cradle, with some clothes
hanging lietween it and the stove. By some
means the damper of the stove was
opened,

EY“ There

1()0 !'r
ie

H

Report*

21st

the

^febjdlw

i

rough weather during the whole voyage. She
brought 30 cabin and 88 steerage passengers
and an assorted cargo, principally for Canada.
The Bohemian reports that the steamship
St Andrews, from Glasgow for this port put
back to Moville the 20th and sailed again Jan.

BY

911

proved

year that he baa been wrecked.

a

_"•

and Civic

BALL!

Hour,
T ‘l ai^S*J-/l,y? A,,N

They

ulars of the

about

Mutual Insurance

_

er,A t’KIow #

C1H^?8K,f8ln,h‘‘

meat,

life, or

Granting

Firemen’s, Military

_

FOR SALE & TO LET.

salted

of

capital

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

••

meats are cut up, partially dried and packed
in boxes from three to four feet square; dry

ers

Daily Press.

Oranges, Oranges!

cf\

••

Fresh Meats.—But few

Europe, principally

‘MERCHANDISE.

1

of our readers we presume are aware ol the
large business that lias grown up in the exportation of fresh meats from the Western States
to

ENTERTAINMENTS.

7

lecture occupied an honr and a quarter
delivery, but seemed to be scarcely over
thirty mi mi tea.
The next lecture, on Wednesday evening
next, will be by John B. Gough.
I Be

in its

of

a

HALL,

casionally with wit, but it was characterized
for its sterling good sense, and the boldness
with whicli it applied the probe to the sordid,
selfish, fawning, sycophantic creatures of mere j

Exportation

cy among the soldiers, that people would indicate. They remember and
appreciate, and
ieel that while it is noble and
grand to entertain personal
friendship and personal love for
their commanders,
they at the same time fully
realize that it is ignominious and low to
give
a blind adherence to
any man or any name or
any specific line of policy, either political or
military. They are in the field to give their
whole strength and energy in
support of the
government. We make mistakes Here at home
which probably have done some
harm, and yet
to no great extent—might do more if
pursued.
But 1 think that our people iu the
main, when
find
themselves wrong, will generally
they
right themselves; aud I think this mistake will
be righted. Many
discouraging letters have
been written to soldiers in the field.
We
should try to correct that and write
encouraging letters. Many discouraging speeches have
been made, and in some cases
public journalisU have written
discouraging paragraphs,
winch have fallen under their
eyes, and some
discouraging pamphlets have been written and
sent to these soldiers.
All these things have
done harm, and
many conversations related to
them that take place with soldiers on
furloughs
s
do harm.

BALL!

was

an

life and literature.

11.

Ja.Hcdl.lm_

uncork-

champagne bottle—for something merely
light, trivial, frothy and funny, were never

ed

more

her, and in

Secretary
Respecting

Simon

an

Washington, Feb.

Vicksburg.

and three quarters ia his argument, which was
a very able one.
Court adjourned to nine

themselves for the effervescence of

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

SENATE.
lew moments the. latter was dis“
The resolution compensating the sailors of
PRO BONO PlfBLH'O.
covered to Is1 on lire. The Cayuga was or<■>*
TO THE
for loss of clothing, was
dered forward hut it was found impossible to j gunboat Cairo
passed.
Mr.
Wilson
from
the
Comreported
The lire was started in the afler
Military
save her.
lO DIM) NASSAU ORANGES—a nn(,
Portland
mittee adversely on the bill for the con11/,’iUU filing for 3) reut* par doren by
part of the ship. The enemy towed her into
B W. JONES.
struction of a submarine cable ; also asked to
10 feet of water, perhaps, with the
hojie of be
from further consideration of
discharged
over
her
the
bar
into
the
Pass.
Four
getting
HAVANA GRANGES by .team-—»the bill for the construction of a
WILL OIVK A (IRANI)
of her guns were discharged by heat, three on
military road
from Washington to New York.
side and one oil starboard side. The latport
A hill allowing the United States to
Attempt to Sink the Bebel steamer City of ter had fallen into the hold, and the shot came
prosecute appeals was passed.
out just above her copper.
The enemy had
•
New Cardenas JTVolasses.
A
lull
the
removing
Winnebagoes from
completely removed her powder from the Minnesota was
passed.
J*RDS' ) A »“P«rior article,
landing from
magazine, as no explosion took place except
A^MraoTrcr
A bill increasing the number of
Brig Billow
Major Gen6 Bbl*.,]
Forwlebv
Running of the Batteries by the ram the guns and shells.
Feb.
Thursday
IN
19th,
A3,
erals to 70, and Brigadier Geucrals to 270, was
Evening,
CHA8E, BROTHFJW k CO.,
f„...
taken up and debated.
4)ueen of the West.
Widgery. Wharf.
FROM WASHINGTON.
The currency bill was taken np, and an
LANCAS T E It HALL.
amendment was adopted, that a bank bolding
New .Nolasses.
United States bonds to the amount of 50 per
('ommittee of Armngementn.
NKJ' fROr MOLASSES.
Hn
A most GallAnt Exploit.
1
cent,
of
its
‘
*
transfer
such
stock, may
now landing, for
Seward's Answer to the Senate
l-i An'l B. F. Kelion,
C*P* Leouard Pennell,
br
bonds to the United States Treasury, and l>e
JOHN LYNCH ft
Sec’y Wm, Hennessy,
John I) Milts,
d3w
the
of Passes.
entitled to receive SO per cent of such bonds
Augustus Kicket,
JJ"1'J2ron*»
Chas. E. t arle,
Andrew Nelson.
Washington, Feb. 11.
in circulating notes.
SHlPPIRli
Acting Hear Admiral Porter, in terms of
Mr. Arnold offered an amendment, to inFloor
commendation, communicates to the Navy
.Manners*
clude Provideuce among the cities designated.
Denial of the French Proposal lor the
BOXES MAGDALEN.
Leonard Fennell,
Capt.
W
Ass
t
B.
F.
Nelson.
Department the report of Col. Kllet, comOn motion of Mr. Sherman,
auitable for Weat India marktl,
Sec y W m Hennessy,
Johu D. Mitts,
Chicago and
Meeting of Commissioners.
Wm. Strong,
manding United States steam ram Queen of
St. I.ouis were also inserted.
Augustus Ficket.
-ALSO,Charles E. Carle.
the West, giving an account of her passage of
Mr. Powell offered an amendment,
requiring
4.000 Boxes Extr» Scaled.
the batteries at Vicksburg. The following is
the banks, in twelve months after the war is
ATLANTIC
TICKETS SI.00; (iallerie* 60 cents—may be
the report:
Washington, Feb. 11.
closed, to redeem 50 per cent of their circuobtained of the Committee of Arrangements, or J
V. 8. steam ram Queen of the H’esf, beloie
Tile following communication was transmitlation in specie, and in two years to redeem
D. Mitts, 112 Federal street.
SUITABLE EUR CITY OR COUNTRT
TRADE
Vicksburg. Feb. 'hi.—Admiral—In compli- ted to the Senate to-day:
the whole or it. Rejected—yea* 14, nays 22.
HTMaik by CHANDLER'S FULL ORCHES51 Wall St.,(cor. of
-a Laoance w ith your instructions, 1 started on the
To the President of the United States :
William)New
TRAL BAND.
A debate followed, and the Senate adjourned
York,
Jan nary 27th, 1863.
*00 Bbl*. PICKLED
The Secretary of State, to whom was referQueen of the West at hall-past lour this mornwith the understanding that a vote will be
HERRING.
IT**Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
red a resolution of the Senate passed on the
ing to pa*, the batteries at Vicksburg and
feb6 eodtd
taken on the bill at 1 o’clock to-morrow.
DANA* CO.
sink the rebel steamer lying before that
of
9th
Feb.
in
these
viz:
Insurance
inst.,
words,
day
auainst
Marino
city.
and InHOUSE.
I discovered immediately on
Resolved, That the President ol the United
GRAND
starting that tlie
FANCY
DRESS
Mr. Washburn gave notice of hi* intention
land Navigation Risks.
9%
States lie required to communicate to the
Orass Seed and ness Beef
change of the wheel from its former position
to introduce a bill
repealing all duties on railto the narrow space behind the bulwarks did
Senate, if not incompatible witli the public
road iron and coal.
»" herds grass
over
Assets,
Seven
not permit the boat to be handled with sufthe
million
character
of
the suggestions
interests,
Dollars,
A joint resolution was reported in favor of
JOO Bbla.Weatern Me**
made by the Secretary ot State to M.
ficient accuracy. An hour or more was spent
VIZ:—
BEEF,
Mereier, the representation of the United States at
AT
LANCASTER
W. H.SIIAW *
in rearranging the apparatus, and when we
the representative of the Emperor of the
United States and State of New York
iF«r/*leb’r
SON,
JanB6w
Hamburg.
Coanaercial Street
to
this
rounded
French,
as
Stock.
the
the
sun
Itauk
had
narrated
sod
Feb.
in
his
other
government,
City.
Tuesday
finally
17th, 1N«3.
point
risen,
Stock.. (2.626.960
Evening,
The industrial exhibition bill,
appropriating Loans secured by Stocks.andotherwiso, 1,446.220 58
communication to M. Thouveual, under date
and any advantage which would have result47
$5000 for expenses, was referred to the Com- Keal E"titp and Bond* and yiortgage?,
Arrangements have been made with Curtis k Wood233 701) (JO
of the 13th of April last, which induced M.
Flour.
ed from it was lost to us. The rebels opened
Dividend* on .Stock*, Interest on Bonds
mittee of the Whole.
bury. Costumers, of Boston, to furnish any number
08
Mereier to undertake his mission to Richmond
a heavy fire upon us as we neared the
w,'*t. rn and Canada
and
of
"Character Dresses." both male and female,
and
other
city,
Mortgage*
A hill was
pr
].oan*,*iiudry
Nevada
authorizing
reported
and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a Fauin that month,and what representation,it
Note*, re-iu*urance and other claims
but w e were only struck three times before
any,
and Colorado to form Constitutions preliini- I
due
Dress.
the
The
for
dresses
estimated
cy
will
at
prices
from
Company,
he
was
authorized to make from tills governrange
122.388 53
reaching the steamer. She was lying in nearPremium Note* aud Bill* Keceivable,
*1 00 upwards. Due notice will be given of the time
WIWOR.
nary to admission as States.
2.404.U02 80
rortlaad, Dec. 10.
ly the same position that the Arkansas occu- ment, or from the Secretary of State, to the
and place for letting the dre«*es.
The District of Columbia business was taken I Ca*h iu Bank,
237.402 20
when
Gen.
Ellct
ran
the
Confederate
authorities.
It Is also hoped that the MU.ITAH Y ASD FI REpied
Queen into her
and
the
bill
up,
passed,
auuiouriatmiz
£7212
Ill* 11 M till* Iwillfll* in 4: li lifts 4 llm 4V.11oia.fiw*
MRS will be well represented.
The same causes which
on a former occasion.
At Wholesale !
64
to
lor slaves under tlie emancipation act.
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will
please
kF The whole Profit* of the Company revert to
prevented the destruction of the Arkansas report: That no suggestions were made to M. In pay
cases where the claimants, lor no fault of
BUSHELS Extra Mealing Cora.
leave their names with the Managers at as
a
000
early
Mercier by the Secretary of State that induced
then saved the City of Vicksburg tills mornthe amured, and are divided annually;
400 Bbta. Stoue Mill. Floar.
date a* possible
their own, were prevented from tiling claims
open the
160 Bnls. Arcade
or were designed or calculated to induce him
CKV.lt
mill II
n
No
Masks
will
be
worn
in
t'
null
Premium*
e
Hall.
(mcisivu
terminated
the
during
within the prescribed time.
year, and for which
••
60
Chicasaw
run obliquely into her as we came down, the
to undertake a mission to Richmond in April
"
Certificateaare i**ued, bearing interest, until re06
••
Tite Louisiana election case was postponed
Augusta
lx*w of the Queen would Inevitably have
last, or at any other time. He was not then, until Monday.
deemed.
««
60
Luiou
J. H. Rarbektck,
W. H. Phillip*.
nor has he or any other
*00,000 feet l’iue 8hipping Boards.
glanced. We were compelled to partially
person ever been auKrark G. Rich,
The House then went into a Committee of
(apt. C. H. Rich,
Dividend
I
Tank
Jan.
thorized by this government or by the Secreround, in order to strike. The consequence
J. B. Kacklept,
27th, ls«:j, 40 per ct.
JMjf
.Spruce
M McCarthy.
the Whole on the naval appropriation bill.
60,000
Cheap Tine Boards.
C.G. Harris,
was that at the
Wm K Rhode*.
very moment of the collision | tary «f State to make any representations of
The Profit* of the Comptnr, nscertmined
The delate was resumed on Mr. Calvert's
1BJOO Tine Clapboards—planed.
the current, which is very rapid and strong at
TICKETS
fl
kind
or
on
50.
tobe
had
from
orly
the 1st of July, 1841.' to the 1st of
of the Managers.
30,000 Spruce Clapboard*
any
any subject Pi the insurrectionamendment, thut no part of the appropriation
Positively no Tickets sold at the door
this point, caught the s'tern of my boat, and
100,000 Extra Cedar slung It *
January, 1861. Tor which Certificates
ary agent orso called authorities at Richmond,
shall be expended lor the pay or maintenance
were Issued, amount to
HT“Ticket* limited to the capacity of the Hall.
111
753
730
By
on
her
bow
or
to
OEO. F. FOSTER.
as
a
hold
her
communication
with
round
them
in
acting
any
pivot, swung
of the 7tl Acting Midshipmen appointed'durAdditional from 1st January, 1862, to 1st
Gallery Tickets 60 cents—tor sale at K. L. RobinAt the head of Union Wharf.
so rapidly that nearly all her momentum was
behalf of this government from the beginning
,,
son's.und r Lancaster Hall. No ticket- transferable.
Tortland, Dec.
January, 1863,
the recess of Congress by the Secretary of
lltb, 18F2.
1.740,000
ing
4tf
lost. I had anticipated this, and, therefore,
of the present disturbances. Until the Spring
MUSIC—Chandler's pttllOrchestral Bard.
the Navy in violation of law, and that they be
Total profits for 30J years,
caused the starboard bow gun to be shotted
of 18(12 this department was eljarged with the
*14.493.730
to
commence
at
84
o'clock.
CX^Dmcing
discharged from the Naval
in ConThe Certificate* previou* to 1861, have
with three of the incendiary projectiles recfebS d2w*
authority of granting passes or passports sequence of their illegal Academy
been redeemed by ca*h,
appointment. The
10,878,660
ommended in your orders.
As we swung
through tlie liues of the government forces.
amendment was agreed to—til against 4t5.
It
J.
H.
became
a
around, SergU
early
Campbell, detailed for the
ill. C. VI. A—ociation.
question whether Foreign
Mr. Stevens ottered an amendment, that
TRUSTEES.
A t'4-pound shell
Ministers, residing in United Stales, should be
purpose, tired tills gun.
The next meeting of this Association for
Office to Lot.
hereafter, while this rebellion lasts, each Con- John I). .lone*. A. P. Plllot, ,!.»*. Halliard Jr
crushed through Ilia barricade just before he
denied such passports. It was thought a sound
Lecttke* asp Dkbatks will be held ThursCharle* Denni*. Lerov M. Wiley, J. Henr
/AN .eenfiri floor. Middle Sfteet,
Burgv.’
gressional district in tlie loyal States shall
reached the spot, but he did not hesitate. The
rentralty .itnated
and liberal policy Pi leave them tree to visit
W. II. II. M<H>re, Dan’l 8. Miller, rornHiu*<
Keb. 12, at 74 o'clock, in their
evening
VX
d*y
and e«y of aece.,.
.rinhell,
have one additional
^
to bo appointApply at Mo. M CnnunerTho*. 1 ileat.m,
8. T. Nicoll,
Library Hall
C. A. Hand.
ciai street.
discharge took place at exactly the right mo- any part of the country to which they are ac- ed, ns heretofore, midshipman,
The Public are invited.
feblo tf
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dress in which he thus spoke of the army of
Subsequently the o(fleers ac
Vicksburg
Portland, February 4. 1*33.
eodtf
Spring Term of this Institution will comto
eompanying the flag of truce tried to oreat
febO—dlw
the Potomac:
Saturday. The ram Queen of the West has
mence \\ednesday, Feb. 23th.
the impression that she is out. I don’t heliev i returned from lielow. Her
down
the
rivtrip
It
1st
a matter of some interest to
BOARD Or INSTRUCTIOII.
DR
WALTER
R.
may
JOHNSON
it. This morning Lieut. Mitchell reported tba I er was most successful. She met three steamyou
All Stylcw and QmllilM
to have me say something in reference to "the
Rev. S II M < ollester, A M
Principal
he could see a square-rigged vessel, with sail
ers with provisions for the rebels at VicksBoot*. Shoes, and Rubbers, for men, woman,
Aaron Lowell. A. B., Assi-daut Principal.
DENTIST,
condition
of the army which 1 have so lately
loosed from the inain-top-mast head, which li
Mrs. S. II M ’< ollester. I
boy*. miasea, and children, constantly on hand
burg, and succeeded in sinking them. She commanded. A wrong
Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
takes to be the Harriet Lane. .She lies beyotn
impression. I think, artificial
and for *aie at the lowest price* at mv .Yew Store,
I A"*t*n»».
>li-, K .1 Jordon.
took flfty-slx prisoners, one of whom was a
teeth, to one of the greatest improvement*
is existing in the community, with refer353 Coujmwa street. (T. 8. Piles' old stand.)
Tuition from Three to Six Dollars per Term.
the upper harbor, in the direction of
My
colonel.
The Queen of the West went near
u that department of
deutistry, lately invented by
old patrons and purchaser*
Music and Ornamental Branches extra
ence to that condition.
generally are invited to
Many persons tiiat I
him. He would be
Point, ami was doubtless carried over sIhm
call and aee what bargains 1 can give.
enough to Port Hudson to draw lire from the
happy to explain its advantages,
Board from two dollars to twotwenty-ftvener weak
meet
are
with
the
idea
and
that the arshow specimens of it, to any who inav favor hint
impressed
waters by the rise during thu heavy
For particulars address the Principal
easterly
upper battery.
with a call. He also continues to tit teeth ou Gold,
my is in a demoralized state. That is not the
REPAIRING
weather.
(1. M. STEVENS, Sec etary.
.Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth rilled by him
ease.
soldiers
are as brave as they ever
The
Stevens Plains, Me., Jan. 26. 1863
lebv J2w
AND MANUFACTURING,
are warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
Very respectfully your ob’t serv’t,
Arrest of the Rebel Col. Cushman.
arc-well
well
well
were;
clad,
they
had
fed,
never
armed,
H. 11. Bell, Commander.
decayed.
Done to order neatly, proiAdlv. and at low prices.
and as long as they are well they are able to
The Highland Boarding School
Cairo, Feb. 11.
To Hear Admiral
KF Office 229$ Congress street, two doors west of
SAMI EL BELL.
Farr-tgut, Ac.
The rebel Col. Cushman was arrested on
New City llall and Court House.
lei'.' 2meod
take eare of themselves in the Held. Our offeb3—dim
353 Congress, near Green street
FOR BOYS.
Lieut, Reed, of the IT. S. gunboat New Lon
Friday, at his residence near Ripley, Tenn., Ilcers are becoming more experienced every
don, in a dispatch referred to in Admiral Fai
will commence :
and brought to Columbus yesterday" in irons.
BO\HDING.
Spring Term of this School The
Luxuriant Whisker* and Momday, and there is not the demoralization w hich
on the 1st Tuesday iu March
rugul s report, states that he was ordered, ii
advantages
Cushman has burned more cotton perhaps than
the general conversation of the street and in
it* <lie*
and his wife, or two or three
for instruction are excellent
for rooms
Application
with
company
gunboat Cayuga, to proceed ti
any other man in the Confederacy. He has
obtain
can
board
at
circles
would
MRS.
single
as
indicate.
gentlemen,
should
There is not
be made as early
possible
private
h yrirtM in iw imk*. bv using Dillimo*
Sabine Pasa to the relief ol the
acted throughout without a commission from
PENNELL^S,No. 9 Appleton Block,Congress street.
N T. TRI E. M. A
t HAM'S STiMru^Tisu Chgi’int
Morning
Light,
that adhesion to any special principles or any
Price50 cents
Rachel Seaman and
Reference* exchanged
the retiei government.
Proprietor aud Principal.
LORINCi’S Drug Btore,
per box, at
Velocity,blockading then
special set of men, or any special line of poliPortland, Feb. if. 1*3
dlw
Corner Exchauge and Federal Streets
Ileth<‘l,Jau 26. 1863.
jan26 4w

Portland

of tile Court

and continued until one o’clock, when Court
adjourned until half past two o’clock. At that
hour he resumed his argument and continued
when he

reported raptured bv the rebels. At 12
M., on the 23d ol' January, he discovered the
Morning Light. A steamer was seen leaving

BY TELEGRAPH.

Court,

JANUARY TEItM—CUTTIMU J., PBEMDINO.
Wednesday.—In the case of Ilovey v.
Chase, Mr. Woodman commenced Ids argu-

ment for

and

Flour, Meal, Oraiu

Feed,

VALENTINES,

THE

OK

Virgin!

THE

■

AGENTLEMAN

C1AN

Rapping* Extraordinary.
A

correspondent

Transcript,

of the Boston

through the aid of a very powerful medium, has
obtainC<1 the following communication from a
cook, who was burned to death in London in
1860:

April,

I leave yon here a little book,
For you to look upon,
And ponder well, my sisters dear,
When I am dead and gone.

—

cum

to

BBMI-WEEKLY

I lived with Madam Whirlabouts,
And bow I did admire

Chee*e.
4c |> tb.
Vermont 4* lb.

Duty:

uirc.

iiiiru

As I w.iscoukin svusiges.

»

l»irp

connecting with

cotch'ed afire.

uiniin,

*-• ci

Steamer at

a

■

■••*■•,

Quebec

■'

a

every

>u

a

Saturday

Co. Mont real, or to
L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
dtf
June 28.1862.

So out she

CENTRAL HOI'HE,
E. G. Mnyo,
Proprietor.
PA8SADUMKEAQ, MAINE.
....

BSaTHE subscriber would very respectfhllv anfriends, and the
JjAADWto In- uumerous
public generally, that during the temporary
i
Mcompulsorv suspension of Tiis business he

for my sake, this warnin take,
For thus it was I died—
And don't be seen in crinoleen,
When sausages is fried.

has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers. and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
E. G. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dAwtf
Pansadumkeag. June 23.1862.

hopes

MISCELLANY.

~A

A Pbactical Jokeb.—There was a low
comedian familiarly called Dick Hoskins, whom
I occasionally encountered at several small
country theaters, in the north of England, and
who was au inveterate practical joker on
the stage. He was always very well behaved
with me, but when he came iu contact with a
tragedian for whose talents he entertained a
contempt, or whose person or manners displeased him, woe to the unhappy subject ol his fun.
All his tragedy was turned into larce, when
Dick was in the humorous vein. Thus be
grave-digger one night at, I think, the
Koclidale theater, in Eancastershire, to the
Hamlet of Mr. C-, a most solemn and
mysterious tragedian of the cloak and dagger
school.
The gentleman's tragedy was, in Dick’s eye,
much more intensely comic than Ills own
broadest strokes of farce; accordingly Dick
held no terms with it, and showed the unfortunate object ol his mirth no quarters on the

B£1

mj

sepulchral tragedy

1119

‘*

__

Wife

Cablisuc.—The Annual Register of 183? gives an account of a
wife sale, which took place on the 7th of
April
In that year iu Carlisle. Joseph Thompson, a
in

Book and

Fancy Types,

ms

general:

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

!

Site can make butter and scold the innid ;
she can sing Moore’s Melodies, and plait her
frills and caps; she cannot make rum, gin or
whiskey, but she is a good judge of the quality from long experience in tasting them. I

!

*.'is •! Geese.9

•'

BILL.IIEAD8 RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

f

Billets A Circulars in Every

ariety of Type.

testimony

raum

WM CUTTER. N Y City. M My hair Is changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot.”
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y City
“I procured It
fora relative. The falling of the hair ntafpsd, and
restored it from being grey to It* natural and beautiful
lor.”
Rev. J WEST. Brooklyn. LI: MI will testify to
their value in the m »*t liberal sense. They hav a
restored my hair where it was bald, and, wherw
gr«*\ to It* original color"
Rev A WEBSTER, B
“I have nsed
Mass
them with great eff *ct. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
hair
brittle
was
and
; it Is now
My
dry
•oft as in youth
Rev. H V. DE JEM, Boston, Mass : “That they promote the growth of the hair where baldness Is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes."
Rev

Printing,

PRINCIPAL 8ALE8

Executed in taste to suit the roost fastidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our

Stylos

are

unsurpassed.

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
mu

AI.L

SORTS OF HAND BILL8.

Portland, June M, 1982.

daw

requested to call,

are

Sack# Salt. none.
tir'd Butter Salt. 22 (jg
Starch.
-18c@
l«emnns, ft tw>x §2 a
ad ral.
/hity 20
Oranges—Messina 8<a8j Pearl.6J@ 74
Raisins,
Potato.84(5 4
Blue |>ca*k.164 a 18
Shot-f* 100 lb# 99? 51 ft
Black .S8 a 10
9ll l,a 12
Bunch ft box. 8 874'a 4 00 Buck.
12® 124
t Laver.4 00^4 25 Swap.
Dates.7 (a 9c Ihity 35 |*c ad ral.
Prunes.SJ.alOJ loathe ft Gore’#. TrowFlour—Portland insp. bridge ft Smith’# Ex.37 12@7 8i 4
tra No. 1 p lb
Superfine
9J® 9]
Fancy .7 37 3 7 *;•> Family do.81® 84
Extra. 7 87a.8 12 No. 1.7} @ o
Family.8 87@8 62 Eagle No. 1.6j® 6}
Extra Superior 8 87@9 60 Star.54® H
Western extras 8 00a 8 26 Caatile.1«$@174
family. 8 12a8 87 Crane’#.9 (6 9j
superior 8 25a8 87 Spire*.
* 60
Ohio extra—8
Ihity
dinger Boot be,
"
famil.v..8 76@8 87 around
dinger 8c, PepCanada sui>er No.l. none.
jnr anti Pimento 12c,
St Louis Fa v Brnds 10 J @10}
(’loves 15c, Cassia 10c,
Southern III.do do. 9? @10
Cassia Buds 20c, Cin no1’etapscoFamily. HJdtll num 25c, Mare anti Xut”... .4 @ 4) megs 80c |> |b.
Rye Flour.
Corn
44 Cassia
lb.46 ®47c
Buckw’t FPr
!b
Clove#.86 (538
Grnin.
G inger, (Race)_35 ® 36
Duty: Com and Oats \(tc. Linger. (Africa). .85 (686
Rye and Harley 16c.and Mace.83 590
If heat 20c ft bu. From Nutmeg#.93
Hr. Provinces free.
Pepper.. 28 (530
Rve.95dl 00 Pimento.23 @26
Oats. 68 a60
Seed*.
South Yel. Corn 1 03 a 103 Ihity: Linseed 16c |> bu.,
Corn, Mixed. .1 0Oa 1 06 Canon/ 91 & bu., Muslb.
Barley.1 05d 1 20 tard 3c
Shorts ft ton. ..§23 a26 Hen!# Lra«#.9288®3
Fine F»*ed.27 (a 30 Western fClover.11 $@12$
Rrladsianrs.
Red Top.93 w 3]
Linseed.3 ®
Jtuty Rough—free.
ton.
.§20-525 Canary.4J@ 4$
Rough,
..

...

Meal.4J(@
3]c<@4}

(§96

Sugar.
Gunpowder*
Duty Melado2c,not*nltore
Duty: t'a/ued at less than No. 12 24c. above No. 12
20c ft lb 6c, orev 20c fle
and not above 15 Sc.above
lb and 20 |>c ad rat.
No. 16 and not above 20
6
84c, altore \o. 20 and reBlasting.S44-@
Rifle and Sporting.5j(@ 7i fined 4c |> lb.
Portland A.none.
Huy*
PresRs’d ft net T.§14 @16
do.
A A.11 (5
do.
Yellow.. none.
Loose.18 @15
Extra Yellow.none.
IIIdea and Skins.
Muscovado. 11611$
Duty 10 |>c ad rat.
30 a 31
do.
in bond.9 @10
B A. Hides
21 « 22 Havana Rrown
Western..
Ufa 124
do
White
13J® 14
Slaughter Hides.. .64-@74c
New
Orleans.
12 a 14
Calfskins.Il@l3
Calcutta Cow—
Crushed.16j a 15}
10
.1
Slaughtered.
90@2 Granulated.151 6164
Green Salt.1 85@200 Powdered.log @15]
Gr’n.96@
§11 Talluw.
Sheep Pelts,
Sheep Pelts, Dry 75@ 1 00 Duty: Tallow 1 ftc, Soap

we

J.

R.

On and after Monday, Mav 6, 18*BL
rains will leave Portland for Lew is toft
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for laewiston. Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 15 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A M
Freight trains dally between Portland and Lewiston.
•taoi cotruKcnona.

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield ; returning opposite davs.
Stare leaves North Jay for East Dix Held. Dfxfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfietd, on Wednesdays and Saturdavs, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

days

THOMPSON,
Free Stone,

Soap Stone,

Chimney Pieces. Monumental

Work

and

Grindstones.

Corner nf Pearl and Federal Sis..
Je23tf

and

PORTLAND. ME.

AMD

*

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Weukingtan, />.

Maine Slate
oct 1 tf

MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMKNAGOGl’E.

purpose",

ftVFH

lull'l

F.ft

h«VA

nn«

sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injurv to health in any rase.
rr-it is pnt up in bottles 01 three
different strengths, with Bill directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of tha country.
PRICES—lexill strength. 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 93 per bottle.

Corn, Flour and Grain,
HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,
Ca.»rclal Street.

CJT"REMEMRER— This medicine is designed
rases,

refunded.
trBKWAIlF.

OF IMITATIO.VS! Non* r*nuine and warranted, unless purchased directly if l>r.
M. at his If medial Institute for Special IHsvases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence. HI.
embrace* all diseases of a pri*
vrr Iris
rate nature, both of MK> and WOMEN, by a regeducated
ularly
physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
re 'Consultations by letter or otherwise are sfri'rfly confidential ,sl\m\ medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all part# of the Lnited
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and uuiet rlthkat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has beeu estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
qnacks annually, in New England alone, without ring
bene ft to those w l.o pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.II, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extra* scant
of themselves. If. therefore,
assertiims, in
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, no mtiffer what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets: lor, as advertising physicians, in'nine cases ou. of ten. are bogus, there is
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
Dr M. will send free, bv enclosing one
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOand
on Private IHseases generally, giving full
MEN,
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertis,ng physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY COSFIDESCE WHATEVER
attended to. Write
rr< trders by mail
your address plainly, and direct to DR MA ITISoN,
as above.
dect>dawD9l)

Specialty

WATER !

Organs of the human system

l^TO

impor-

are more

tant to health and comfort than the Eye and

Kar, and yet

none are

less understood

or more

neg-

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated k Brass
Cocks, qf alt kinds constantly on hand.
kW All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Opposite the
kpt

on

hand, and

and moot

are

Fancy Doeskin*
ALSO, A

rare

discovery,

by
fc W Yon

the lat*

tered,
A variety of remedies had boeu resorted
out

TRI E

A

to

and Domestic

Woodman,
tleraey,
anrandkwtf

In the meantime,
one

day in

shop

a

most

window

providentially,
a

I

noticed

For

Dry Goods,

delightful
rritation

light,
I

very few days the painful
removed; I could bear the strongest

results.
was

In

keep

now

a

bottle of it

enjoyment

always in the

of

a new

house,

life.

and if

ray eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an eud of it. 1 would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
she has found Poor Kk hako’r Eye Watkr a sov-

orciguspecific

iu her case, giving her almost instant
to (jod for the benefit that I have

(irateful

relief,

personally received.

I cannot but

commend the prep-

aration to all who have been sufferers like

myself.

P. S. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
1430
Residence
Poplar St., Philadelphia.
£8^Numerous certificates of a similar character

Alfred Woodman,
Charle* Bailey.

might

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisDim Vision and Weak Eyes, Dcafaess,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh. Rheumatism and NeuIs

truly

a

Eyes,

ralgia,

with all kindred diseases.

the

by a

It is passed into
glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents ter Bottle.
ear

small

History of the War, all important Political or State
1 >ocuntouts entire. Proceedings of Legislative Bodies.
Summaries of Kuropeau Intelligence, and uews from
all
parts of the world, accurate reports of tfuancial
and commercial matters, trustworthy Correspondence. and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
comprising Poetrv, Reviews of New Works, with
dotes—the whole forming au excellent variety, in
which every reader will discover soiuethiug to hia
taste.

Tuber 6 Cents.
II. 11

j Agents.

HAY aud

MRS. M. G. B
N
uovid d6m

F.

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

OWN, Proprietor,
*0 Arch St., Philadelphia.

TERM S—P A TABLE
IN ADVANCE.
DAILY EVENING POST.

as

One copy,
One copy,
One copy,

CON-

a

complete variety

WEIGHING
—

C.

44
»•

44

44

44
44

44

C.

44

8.J. C.
Man. C.

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

Man.

8. J. C.
Mun. C.

44

44

44

44

44

44

44
44

44

4 4

44

44

44

44

•1.H6A7
THOMAS H. MEAD.
Cocntv Trcaaarar.
Port fend. Jaa. M, 1881.
JaaM dlawk w»w»

MARINE
ha* been

America.maa-

alaetored by Haaar Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
lireat Britain, and ia bow prepared to receive order*
for Marine Railway Chaim*, made to order aad to
pail era. with the Sprocket wheel to match, and war*
ranted to at. Tb**r chain* are Hade of an iron pecalfarly railed to thi* porpoac, which, by aetaal tact,
•how* It* average breaklag atraia to bo IS too* per
inch of nectional area. Tarti** artahing good aod reliable chain* will do well to examine thorn la aetaal
•errieo.
Marine Railway Track Iron* arc drilled with the
eoaatersank bole* aad the Bolt* to match: alio,
of all kind*. Screw Bolt*. Lag Screw*, and all
kind* of forging done to order, ana of quality and
quantity to rail.
the above ar.Mr. C. feel* confident be can
ticle* on a* fkrorable term* a* can be obtained *laewhere. Addrem HORACE I CRANDALL.
Sab-marine Engineer,

Spike*

(apply

Kiw BanmcD. Mac*.

JanlO'62 dlawly*

to

con-

sprues,
pins,
wood, and a go d growth ot young,thrifty Juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
WOO wise, with a good water power at its outlet.—
This poud flows, by the present dam. about 1000 acre
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great advantage, by withdrawing tbs flowage.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,

where the Lumber is loaded.
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
the
present owners, who reside at a distance, aad the
land will be sold at an immense bargain to any one
who has the (hculty and inclination to manege it.
For fhrther information apply to Col. J. L. Lawa sure, or to
LEVI BARTLETT * CO.,
dec 10dlawflw
Mo. S Long Wharf. Bootou.

118 Milk Street.

..

.corner

of

by

FI KNISHING
Krai Jrncr

WATERHOUSE.

COFFINS

TO

OKDEK.

SHADES, of all dimension., ni.de, letter
ed and put up tt .hurt notice,

22.50

•

Portland, Me.

HOMESTEADS FOR

And will make o order anythin* of this kind that
may be orderea, -t short notice. fVom the cheapest to
the VERY REST. B} giving my strict and andirideR
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, I can furnish them cheaper than any
one elae.
JAMES P. 8LEEPER.
Ang. «. IMS.

SAIL CLOTH.
BU4CI1I nil BITS. Tin BUI STBIPB8,
(A lubrtitatr for Cottoa.)

0 NBIIACIB • CATV AS, TIT B BIB STBIPB.

ALSO OB BABD

92 00
5.00

ft|K>

BOLT

MISSOURI

LAND COMPANY
purchased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract of laud in Northern Missouri,
have

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE EVENING POST

large
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farm*.
They are offered to subscriber* in shares of £20 each.
Maps, with ftill information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SHAW. Agent,

will be

a

102 Middle

Strbkt, Portland.
dtf

sentfrte to all who desire it.

LE MESURIER k CHAMPION,
St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
prSiapIfioD hand, and order* taken hr
Oct. 11—rtm

CO.,

Office of the Evening Post,
41 Nassau Street, cos. Liberty,

J*n30

-New York.

J. T. FATTEN * CO.,
Front Street, Both.

A. W. 8 ANFIELD,
Successor lo

F. J. Forristall and Mills * ForrisUll,

IHrOBTBB ABD

DBALKB IB

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

FANCY

GOODS,

Pocket end Table Cutlery,
YAWKKE NOTIONS.

0L00K8, WAT0HE8 AHD JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, Ro.,
j* and SO

WM.Ca BRYANT A

AC.,

For sals ky

Address

1

ROPE CORDAGE,

15.00

It is not neoessarv that the members of
receive their papers at the same postothce. Cleroynen are supplied by mail at the following rates: Daily. 9ft per annum; Semi-Weekly,
82 50: Weekly. 91 50. Money may be forwarded by
jnail at our risk.

$20.

CASKETS,

Of various descriptions.

same terms.
a club should

dccl2 eodflm

AND

eon*

ALL FBOJI A O Nm, 1 TO*.

Subscriptions may commence at any time. Pay
ahrays in advance. When n club of subscriber* has
been forwarded additions may be made to it on the

STONEHAM'Sj

No. 10H 1.2 Middle St.

Codiim Strrrt. krrpr
all thr rarioat kind, or

Now in Use,

1.00

Any person sending u* *45 for twenty Send-WeekIv subscribers will be entitled to an extra copy of
tne Semi-Weekly one year; or 922.50 for ten copies,
will be entitled to oue copy of our Weekly one rear.
Any person seudi g us 915 and the names or ten
subscriber* to our Weekly will be eutitled to an extra
copy of the Weekly one year for his services; for
twenty names and 93" he will be entitled to one ropy
of our Semi-Weekly or two copies of our Weekly
one year.
Each subscriber’s name is printed on his paper.

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Runner*. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,

rrar of 411
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PREMIUMS.

Window Nliodes,

UNDERTAKER

Exehaaco Street, Portland,

No. Ill

10.00

copies,

Battery march Street,
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EXECUTED

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

person who

Is Published every Wednesday.
One copy, oue year
Three
one year,
Five copies, one year,
Ten copies, one year,
Any larger number 91 50 each.

Poston.
Sold in Portland
oc25

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
to a new National Song* •• FAIR COby Ecokxb Batcmkloir. Any one
enclosing 30 cents in Postal Currencv to W. Paine or
H. Packard. Portland, Mo., will have s copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal aiscount to the
trade.
JunT7 eodeowdfcwtt

WEEKLY EVENING POST

—

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

one

44

C.

911.00

mouth,

Ten copies, one year,
An extra copy will be sent to any
sends us a club of twenty and over.

of

APPARATUS,
BY

year, delivered br carrier,
year, sent by mail,

Is Published every

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

one
one
one

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST
Tuesday anti Friday.
One copy, one year,
93.00
Tyro copies, oue year,
6.00
Five copies, oue year,
12 00

SOA.LES!

Company

44

Man
8. J.

is eal)*d
THE
LUMBIA.”

War against Treason.
It aims chiefly, however, at being a Good Nbwb*
paper.
1 u its columns will be found a complete

FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

AT

bo furnished-

Poor Richnrd’a Eye and Ear Water
eased

sale, in every variety,

BUTCHERS'. GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’,

STORE

ladepeaSeal,

FtarlrM Advocate of
Freedom.

The Kvksisu Post, now in the sixtv-flrst year of
its existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted to the
of Freedom, and is candid, fearless and independent in the expression of its seutiments. It
holds to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of the Constitution, Economy in Government, no
political Jobbery, honest men for office, the Suppression
of the Blare rower. Free Boll and Free Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a rigorous prosecution of the

SCALES.

a

and went forth to the

44

principles

Hay, Co»»l and Railroad Neales I

bottle of POOR RICH-

POST.
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Standard

ARD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard o! it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most

44
44

44

page
much hard

William Oullen Bryant and Parke Godwin.

FAIRBANKS'

with-

resort,
the hope of thus finding relief.

Th«roMKh|t®lnir.

CO„

Wholesale Dealers in

Ho*. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
of having the ball takeu out of its socket, in

44

44

Acre of

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

■AWFACTIRIRS AH JOBBERS OF CLOTHIH,

success,

44
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CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods,
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Every moment of ray waking life was embitand 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.

44
44
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average.about tve thousand of stumto
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bsMflu
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operation.

dom.
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8. J. C.

Land in Franklin, Me.

EVEThNG

THE

which is most wonder-

chronic inflammation hid been produced, in
consequence of' which 1 suffered constant martyr-

1
'*

will sell at

WOODMAN,

a

W. D. LITTLE. Aobrt.
OJflce 81 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this

Otiange of Price.

prices to suit the times.
Portland. Nov. 19.1*«2.
dtf
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Seth B.

lowest Boston rate
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FULL STOCK OF THK

Mna. C.
8 J. C.
Mnn. C.
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House,

Latest Styles of

Gentlemen’s

Niaoaia Palls.

June 23.

operations, putting to blush the old systems I
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm !
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. S. j
These celebrated Scales are still made by the origIIenaox, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church, 1 inal Inventor*,
(and only BY THKM,) aud are con*
Philadelphia. If any one lias doubts as to the value
stantty receiving all the improvements which their
of thia remedy, they n»ay learn more of its practical
long experience aud skill cau suggest.
Thty art correct in principle, thoroughly made,
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.
of the best null trials, aud are perfectly accurate and
Philadelphia, Oct. 17,1802.
durable in

boy.

can

office.

and Cassimcrc*.

READY-MADE

aid

£-Br"r»cket» sold in Portland

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

Poor Rirhnril's Ejf and Ear Water
and

receiving

desirable ptylkp

They seem to pass even common observation,
yet every part of the body is dependent up< n
them for life and health.

a new

dailr

Custom

WEST,

RAILWAY.
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New and Splendid Sleeping Cara.
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No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Foreign

POOR RICHARD'S

Chicago, Cihcieeati. Cletelakd, Detect,
Toledo, St. I’acl. La Ceome. St. Lovib,
New Oeleahs, or any part of tb«

WEST,
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appelate* Ageat fbr
the tale of Marta* Railway and other < kale*,
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la the I'ahed Stale* and Britiah North

PLUMBERS,

All
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THROUGH TICKETS

I. D. MERRILL * CO.,

in the best manner.
orders in city or country personally attended to
D. MERRILL.
JOHN BOND.
P. t>. MKRK1LL.

8. J. C.

Ballway Chaim ami Track Iroas.

STREET,

un
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C. J. BRYDGES. Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 18*2.
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summer.
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Importers and

EYE Sr EAR

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,

praise

promptly

they
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trill be

AND

TAILORING

trhtch all other remedies

of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price

Partla.d, Me.
JeSStf

**

Dennis McGoverin
et al.
9.78 Man. C.
44
James Conroy et als, 7.06
Asa Hamphrev etals, 9 13
13 63 8. J. C.
Stephen Phinney
44
Josephus P Miller, 7 06
Lorenzo Merrill,app’t.8.17 Mua. C.
Jas. McLaughlin,
18.53
Charles Dalton,
38 86 Trial Justice
68.37 Mun. C.
Benjamin Green,
Charles He wey,
15 46 8. J. C.
15.15 Trial Jmstice.
Phinney,
Lydia
*m. Cochrane,
i.M 8. J. C.

T^ROM

-DKAI.Kll, IH

Sheen

presslyfor obstinate

Norcmbcr lrt, 190, to May laf, 1*0. the
F rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed beta sen October 1st,
18*2. and May 1st, 1803.
An advance In the rates of lire wood will take plaee
next snmmer. bat in consequence of changes In the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railwav during the next season,
willdosoat their owu
they must understand that
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry It.
I>ne notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations flrs wood can be carried Beat

•*
»*

8. J. C.
**1
Same.
7.66
44
•roncas Oeeny,
87.75 Mun. C.
Timothy Donahue and
Eliza Treat,
18 30 8. J. C.
Joseph W. Lamb. 197.14 Trial Justice. 44

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchants.
C

«

»•

44

Edward Jf Herds and
Robert Mai* ney,
17.48
Jonathan Dow,
39.90

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

ALBERT WEBB A CO,

ARMY

Phillips.

—

Street,

*•

7.98
Daniel Ward,
15 60 8. J. C.
Ralph T. Haskins. 10 89 Mun'C.
Joanna McGrath and
Ellen F. Murphy, 18 38 8. J. C.
988
8ume,
7 88
Same,
44
Same,
7.48
44
Same,
7.48
Same,
7 48
Isaac Smith.
48.16 Muu. C.

Passengers lor this route will take the ears at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, In Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 5. I*fi2.
jiiii<-23dtf
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Ii prepared to receive order, for

Marble,

RAILROAD.

SrMMKR A RK A NGKMEXT.

J. W.

{1If

j

ANDilOfU OOGIPf

'\^'orlc.

So. 275 F

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual aftor all other* have fhileo,
I* designed for both marrifd and tinlatlift, and is the very best thing
nown for the
as it will
bring on the monthly nicknf$* in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all,.other remedies"of the kind
have b#*e„ tried in vain.

:

and the

Communication, to be add reeved to

DR.

4.40
4 40
4.40
Josephus (’.Andrews, 4.40
George Hall,
4.40
HuTus Porter,
4.86
Almon L. Emery,
»>3H
44
44
13.08
Osgood (iore,
4.00
James Nowlan,
4.00
James Jones and Geo.
M like.
4 40
Frederick M. Libby, 4.40
Walter Corbett,
4 4o
John R Merrow,
94 23
..
M
9.23
4.40
Harvey Freeman,
Asa Humphrey.
4.40
Certain intoxicating
liquors claimed by
J F. Abbott.
4.40
Jas Bradley.Jr„app’t.4.40
liob’t K. Ouddv, 44
4.40
**
Sam’I T. Dyer,
4 40
Thomas Breslia, ••
4 40
Jeremiah Kagan,
16.10
Levi 8. Givens,
*2 70
< atharine Touro,
17.91
John C. Stickney, 111.80

Samuel J Hazel ton,
Eben Pendexter,

Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Osstpee, New held. Parson *fi'eld, Effingham, I* reedom,
Madison, Eaton, 1 lmiugton, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
»ov 13
dan carpenter, sup’t.

&c.

»»

»«•

'•

4.40
4.88

do,
Lewis,
Dennis McGoverin,
app’t.

Albion G.

Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton,

Fryeburg,

»»
»»
»»

Man. C.

John Rogers, app’t,
4.40
John Conley,
4.40
John O. Kagan,
4.40
Elias M. Eastman and
Elia. Eastman,
4.40

Do

«

M

IT,

Liquors claimed by
Samuel < bad wick. 4 88

Saccarappa

Soldiers’ Relief Association,

\

10,

J«w

STREET,

JV1 a.rt> 1 e

Remedy

Jtnux Vi>liliurhr

November

u

.*

Hirer for Portland at «,36 and 9.16 A. N. and
3-9) r. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M
and
2 00 and 6.16 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.16 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at
daily forSonth Windham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

deter-

are

Monday,

*|

a3

_

order*:

!“•
Orders received for Pattern
making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and settiug Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Agent,
dec16 dtf

—

FOB FEMALES.

the

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

(until bis shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
lor steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Gas K.ttings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or

MAINE

The Great Indian

22
3

Drop.

as

Fittings,

UNION

3 7

Marble

State

u

General Bill
rawt
nir>
*’
C*
vs. Alexander Foss,
-7
•»
James f onroy,
4 4*1
M
C.
Nebemiah
4.40
Rice,
»
In. of N.Yarmouth, I4.U6
**
Mial Davis H a),
4 40
Francis Morphy,
4.40 Man C
4 40
Mighil Nut tin/
Kicliard R. Robinson, 198 S.J r
Daniel C. Webb,
4 K5
Brown Thurston,
4.40
Richard K Kobinaon,4.93 Man. C.
Liquor* claimed by
"
Itich'd R. Kobiuson, ft 18
Joseph II. Faulkner, 4 40 8. J. C.
Charles It. Paine,
4 40
4 40
8Kas Hall,
4 40
"
**
"
4.40
•*
Sara’I M. Hayden,
4.40
"
John D. Woodbury, 4.40
»
.«
*•
4 10
M
Josephus I*. Miller, 1.70
Daniel C. Webb.
4.98
Richard R. Kobinaon, 1 38

Falls, Baldwin,

OFFICE,

[Copyright secured.)
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quality, and

MACHINERY,

Sold by Druggists throughout the World

dec 10 eodfcwtlmM

common.... none.
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best
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CowwWvaj ^ wUmowvj.
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Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

fftrictly of the
give satisfaction.
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Prosecutions.

York Ac Cumberland Railroad.

wonld inform his friends
THE
public, that he may be found at

Rev C. A BUCKBEE.
Affiant Treat urr Am-rirnn Bible Union, .V. F. CUf,
write*: “I very cheerfully add my
to
that of numerous friend* to the great value of Mr*.
8. A Allen World's Hair Restorer and Zylobalsn-

(talO

(medium).. .6 a 64 Veal.none.
(small).3f@ 3l Pleklca, F bbl... 99 ft 9
Rice.
Fruit*
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, Duty ( leaned 14c, PadManana* and Plantains
dy Jc F lb.
20 4>c ad vat., Almonds Rice F lb.61 @ 7i
4c, and Shelled do. 6c ft
Hum.
lb. Xuts and ttates 2c Portland distilled 60 (a02c
P lb. t'urrants. Pigs,
Snlrraln*.
Plums, Prunes and Pni- Saleratu# i> lb_74® 8c
si ns be
lb, Citron 90 Salt.
l>c ad rat.
Duty In bulk 18c. and in
Almonds—Iordan ft lb.
bags 24c |» 1<«* lb#.
Soft .Shell.20 Ca2tc Turk'# I#., p hhd
Shelled.
@30 (8 bu#.).92 8063 25
Currants.16 @ 16 Liverpool..2 755.3 00
Citron.44 @46 Cadi/.none
Pea Nuts.

COAL

are

Steam and Ga«

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

do.

26|

*

Heaven gave to woman the peculiar grace
To laugh, to weep, to cheat the human race.

AND

..

Figs,

la adequate to do any work demanded in thia State
farmer, had been married for three years without finding his happiness advanced, aud he
and his wife at length agreed to separate. It
j
is a prevalent opinion in England that a man by i
his
wile
at
setllng
up
public auction, and so
parting with her, legally dissolves the marriage Bniinesi Cards of Every Variety
from
all
tieguidesca|)es
itsohligations. Thump- :
Style and Cost.
son, under this belief, came into Carlisle with !

wile, and by the bellman announced that
he was about to sell her. At twelve o'clock
at noon, the sale commenced, in the
presence
of a large nmnber of persons. Thompson
placed his wile on a large oa,, chair, with a
rope or halter of straw round her neck. He
then spoke as follows:
“Gentlemen, l have to offer to your notice
my wile, Mary Anne Thompson, otherwise
Williams, whom 1 mean to sell to the fairest
and highest bidder. Gentlemen, it is her wisli
as well as mine to part forever.
She has only
been to ine a horn serpent. I took her for
my
and
the
comfort,
good of my home; but she
became my lormuutor, a domestic
curse, a
night invasion, and a daily devil. Gentlemen,
I speak truth from my heart when 1 say
may
God deliver us from troublesome wives anil
frolicsome women! Avoid them as you would
a mad dog, a roaring
lion, a loaded pistol,
cholera morbus, Mount Etna, or any other
pestilential thing in nature. Now 1 have
shown you the dark side of my wife, and told
you her faults and tailings, I will introduce
the sunny side of her, and explain her qualifications and goodness. She can read novels
and milk cows; she eau laugh and weep with
the same ease that you could take a glass of
ale when thirsty. Indeed, gentlemen she reminds me of what the poet says of women in

HAIR RESTORER

Provinces free.
Pork, clear.]Hpa]9
Cod large p qut..S4] a6 Pork, mess. loja 17
"
141a 16
small.84*3] Pork, extra do
I oiiock.zta a Pork. Prime. 13] a.14
Haddock, .\\a II Ex Prime.* 14] a 16
Hake..1 624 @187 Round Hogs. To 74 i
Herring.ShorHPbl.4 @ 4J Ham*.9 (610c
do. Labrador., none, City Smok’d Ham* 0} « 10
do. Sealed 4? bx.90@ 36c
Produce.
do. No. 1 .20@25 Beef F qu’r p lb. 5 f 74
Mackerel
bbl.,
14 (6 15
Eggs. F dor
Bay No. 1.$101@lli Potatoes, Fbbl.216»al 62
Bay No. 2.*] a 9 Chickens.10(a 12
Bay No. 8.6 a 64 Lamb. 8 610
Shore No. 1-11 a 111 Turkic.12 (jal4

PRINTING

of a

GENUINE LORRERT,
Pore and Free Ranting.

approved March 27th, UN.
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Stages leave Bath daily at 3 00 P. M., for Wiscasset. Damariscotta, Walaoboro’, Warren, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfkst. at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.
uovli
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STAGE COHHECTIOWS.

LEHIGH,

MOUNTAIN,

JUI011I

—

!;i

LEHIGH,

IIAZELTON

on

IvLi.
roM-cutiou.,

ImU 1
■nai

k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Ststionson the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.

~

3]

,"do.

Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations

a7!"»f”,,tln«Fine and Coat, of Crim-

Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset

give good bargains to those who pay cash.
Office, Commercial 81., head of Maine WVJ.
SAWYER Jc WHITNEY.

Ilj
lOaloJ

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

Printing Office,

FOR CASH,

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,

SPRING

The public

81lj

..

j

Sale

CHEAP

WOOD,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

mined to
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Book and Job

&

10

lioiningo.2*

This skull, sir,” said Dick, pursuing the
text thus far, and then making a sudden and
most unlooked for alteration:
this was Dr.
Banks's skull.” And the word skull was pronounced like bull.
Of course the house was in an uproar of
laughter and confusion. The victimized traNo. 821 EXCHANGE STREET,
gedian stamped aud fumed about the stage, as
well he might,exclaiming:
Yorick’s, sir, Yorick’s.”
No,” said Dick, coolly, when the tumult
Fox Block,
Second Floor,
bad subsided, taking up another and resuming
the text;
this is Yorick’s skull, the king’s i
jester, but”—going off again—“ t’other’s Dr.
Banks’s, as 1 told you!”
PORTLAND, MAINE.
This wa* too much—this was the last straw
on the tragedian’s back.
He jumped into the
grave, seized the low commedian by tlie throat,
and a fearful contest, never liefore—or since, I
The Proprietors of the Portland Dailt Prkrs
hope—introduced into the play, ensued, in
which Dick bravely held his own, aud suerespectfully invite attention to their facilities forexeceeded, at length, in overpowering, in a doucutinz, in beautiful style, every description of
ble sense, the worsted tragedian whom he held i
down in the grave with one hand, while he
flourished
Dr. Banks’s skull” in triumph
above his head.
BOO.I AND JOB
The curtain was dropped, amidst the roars
and shrieks of laughter, in which
King, Queen, i
monks and courtiers—who in the vain
hope of
the
had
been
sent
off
row,
with Ophearresting
lia’s empty coffin—were compelled to join,
Their Establishment is ftirnished with all the
a|>forming a tableau which finished the play for proved modern machinery, and tbeir assortment of
the night.—[George Vandeuhoff.
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Hard and Soil Wood.

2$c

tone.

jan d3m

On and after

HOTEL,
PLUMMK

larfc

J. W. MLNfGEH.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

jcp

If

may be wanted.

Ginseng Turpentine Fd*l 825(84340 j
Pow-

Arrotrroot,

Insurance,

JOHN'S,

@ 91
@ 20

Proprietor.

|

that

THESE
warranted to

IrBra

Willi

(lliliuglie
UlCK,
the Litter begun his .antics, and ex temporized all sorts of absurd interpolations in the
text, which he si>oke in his own broad Lancashire dialect. There was not a good house,
and Dick allowed himself full license.
Mr.
C-scowled fearfully, but Dick was unabashed. At last Dick put a climax on his audacity, “topped the infinite of insult."
The theater was built ou the site of an old
dissenting chapel, in which a preacher named
Banks held forth, and in the small grave-yard
attached to which the doctor—for he was popularly dubbed Dr. Banks—had been buried
twenty years before; aud his name was familiar yet. So, after answering Hamlet’s question, How long will a man lie in the earth
ere he rot?”
Dick proceeded in due course
to illustiate his answer by Yorick’s skull, and
it op he said, in the words of the text:
taking
"
Now, here’s a skull that hath lain in the
earth three-and twenty years. Whose do you
think it was?”
Nay, I know not,” replied Hamlet In bis
UUIU

na,

and Life

Augusta for Bath. I^rtland and Boston.at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brdnswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and
Farmington.
Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta atl.OOP M.,
wMli the Androscoggin trains at Brunsconnecting
wick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and Farmington; and at Augusta with the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Watervllle, Kendall’s Mills aud Skowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burnham. Pittsfield. Newport and Bangor.

@88

20 pc. Bleaching
Or leant.
ders 30c P cwt., Sago Duty Fret.
60c p cwt., Sal Soda and American.8J@ 91
Sod* Ash
!b, CrutU Oil.
Brimstone S3 and Boll Ihitn: Sperm, Whale and
do. S6 p ton, Alcohol 40c
“ELJI
other Fi*h Oil* of forHOUSE.”
P gal.
eign right rie* 20 Fc °d
Alum p lb...4 <® 6c
THE undersigned respect Ailly infirm* the
ral., Ling red. Hemp?red
public that he has leased the above House, j Aloe*. .80 (a. 37 and Papegm!23c F
Arrow Root.17 *40
on Federal Street, Portland,
nd Writes
Olire 23c,
Salad bbc,
Borax.30 *33
tin* travelling community to call aud sec* it
Palm. Seal and Cocoanut 10c F gnihe knows "how to keep a hotei." Clean, ! Brimstone (roll). 4J(a 6
Bi-Carb. Soda.flj a7 Portland Kerosene
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate charge* are the induceSulphur. 6 * 6$ llluminat'g oil 50 ■'666c
Sal Soda.. .34* 4 Machine.80 t& 82
ments he holds out to those w’hose business or pleasure call them to the "Forest City.'*
Camphor.130* 185 Clarine.
Cream Tartar.35 *60 Sperm Winter
2036210
JONATHAN BUSS, Proprietor.
Logwood ex.12f*14 Whale,ref.Wint 1 iiflrcl «J8
dtt
Porlland, Aug. 19. 1862.
do.
Crude. 1
Magneida.2fi (a86
Indigo, M'la, fine. SI ka 2 Grand Rank and
RATH
Madder. ..17c* 18
Ray Clialeur 926 (6;29
Opium.S94<alO Shore.24 a.26
By C. M*
Rhubarb.200*225 LiuMffl.91 436146
Alcohol.1 12 a 1 2» Boiled. 1476 149
886. Wabhinotoh St., Rath.
Fluid.1 15 6125 Lard Oil.1 0361 10
< amphene. 850*
(Hive Oil.1756180
•.•Term* 81 per day. Stable connect*
Saltpetre.11 *23 Castor Oil.2 25a 2 35
with house.
Vitriol.14 *16 Neatsfoot Oil_1 loil 16
dtf
Bath, June 23,1862.
OnuaaDyewewda.
Duty Free.
p bbl.93 37(a3 60
Harwood ..2 fa}
S.UiAIMIIUtK HUUSE,
F bush.1 80&1 40
Brazil Wood.18 (*
Fa lata.
AlfVed Carr,
Camwood .44* 4| !>nty On White Lead dry
or gnmud in oil and /led
Cuba.2lm
Fustic,
BATH, MAINE.
"
Savanvilla 2 *T4
I.ea<1 92 40 F 100 lbs.
Litharge 24c, 1Kride qf
llyperuic.4j* 6
THE
of Bath is one of the healthiest
I
City
I
Zinc
Logwood.
p xb. /Srueeian
localities on the coast of Maine—delightful( ampeachy.2j *24
ll/nr, I ermilion, Chrome
It situated ou the Kennebec, twelve miles
St.
Yellow, I’metian lied25,
2)
i from the sea, and affords one of the most
Extract Logwood.13 *14
Spa nigh Brown dry 20,
nvitiii$ retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
Nile
in oil 80 |*c ad ral.. YelWood....
*
cities.
low
and other Ochre* 60e
Peach
4i
3]a
The £aoADA HOCK is one of the finest, most spaKod
.3f* 3; p 100 tbs. Pan* White
cious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
.2
*
dry 60c. in oil 9160*
Sapan
within thane minute* walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Quercitron Bark.. 2j* 2] Whiting 60c F 100 lbs.
Landing, Tost Office, Custom House, Ac., being diRed
Ptl’d
L* ad. iuoil
Sandora.3
a
6
*
rectly in the business centre of the City.
Lewi* Lead,
Dark.
al2
Terms Moderate Ay the Week ar Day.
ad
ral.
Boston
3d
a
11
i 14
Lead,
Pc
Ihity
Ravens .60c*
French Zinc,
Bath. June 23. 1W2.
dtf
.8i«81
Portland, No. 3.1 «i0* Ainer. Zinc, "
Rochelle Yellow. .3 (a 3j
No. 10.72%
S'r, No. 3 99
Eng. Yen. Red. ...3 <0.
Navy,
No. 10. 70
t> *•
Litharge.11a
Red I^ead.ll(gi
Tent Dock,
Finale r.
U.S. 10 ox.66 »
"
12 o*.66 (%
l>uty Free.
Per ton Soft.2 2662 50
Fralhrrs.
STEAM POWER
Hard.2 Oka 2 25
Duty 80 pc ad ral.
Live Gnw p lb 60 *66 (1 round..000^626
Russia .26 *
1'rovinion*.
Flak.
Duty Beef and Pork lc,
*
Baron and Hamt
For
100
lb
Lard,
foreign
Duty
Herring S 1. 2c. Butter and Chene 4c
caught
Mackerel S2, Salmon S3: Ch’go Mess Beef.912 a 14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12} a 13
bhls. SI 50 p 66/., other- P’tl’d ext. do.
14* a 14}
wise 60c p cwt. Frtm Pork, extra clear 194 a20

ft

When, therefore, Hamlet approached

MIC

Street.Bobtow.

Formerly Mnnuitm Hmuie—conducted on
the European plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly lurnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
A. l’.MoKHISUN, Proprietor.
dec27

played

stage.

BLACKHTONE HOUSE,
I1anovek

Marine, Fire

County of Cumberland,
°",C»" J*“ *>. 1<W8.
MI-J-f*^',r***'*
TATKMEM
ot tu.t. of Criminal
1‘rowcuiiuna
Judicial ( ourt, at the
.li.','*'-. th,‘ NuPr,'me
D 18s*-nuM)e l» conformitv with
rer?' \»“«<
Of the Legtelmtare of Maine.

STiTl

E-'Wls&ttRP On and after Wednesday, Nov. l»th,
WtSt 1862. passenger trains will leave as fol-

Long Wharf,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

Coals

■

So,

No. 166 Fore St., head of

MISCELLANEOUS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Office to

lias removed his

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

('timphorSoc, Bejined-tln. Hoon*.83J (0.31
4<ic, Tartaric Acid 20r, Hacknietack Timt ream
Tartar, Citric
ber, p tun.10a. 16
Malnsses*
Arid, Shellac, Copal, Daand •. n in s u * d {-r /hify 6c F
mn
like purposes 10c, Aloes, Cienftigos.none.
Verdigris, Chlorate qj Trinidad.41a 42
Potash, Omrb. tfMMIM Cuba chived. 35 (636
do. tart. 34,6 341
6c, Bitracic Acid, Yellow do.
do. Muscovado 38 ^40
P run state Potash and
Hed do. 10c, Lignorice, New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Port land Syrup, hhds. none
do.
bbls 33
of Ijttad 4c, Asphaltum
anil Bi-f'hro. Potash 3c,
Xaila.
Sago l$c, Epsom Salts, Duty: Cut lc. Wrought2c,
Liquorice Hoot, Hi-Cart. Jggorted 8c p lb.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc ; <’**k.96 00cash.
Castor Oil 50c P gal..
Naval Surra.
Morphine 92 P oz., .4/- Dufif: Turpentine, flogin.
tim 6oc p cwt., t 'opperas
Pitch, Tar 2S) pc ad ratj
S. Turpentine loc pgal.
60c pcsr/.. Muriatic Acid 10 Pc ad ral., Spong- Tar (foreign )F bbl 913a 14
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) 9+a 4i
es, Assafretida.
j
glass. Elor Sulphur, Sen- Rosin.is a20

H O T ELS.

But all his efforts was in vain—
He did the best, no doubt—
But for the wire, all round the fire,
He might have put it out.

undersigned

The

CUMBERLAND

.262^2,75

J.

ran to call the man—
He heer’d my horrid screams—
Come quick to your Kcbccker Ann,
It was my lov icr, Jcems.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

MEDICAL.

Lime.
Ihitu 10 f*c ad ral.
Coffee.
Rockland, cask .76 @80c
Duty 6c 4* tb.
Lana her—From yard.
Java |> tb .85 @36c
St. Domingo -80 @31 Clear Pine, No. l.$88 @
do.
No.2. 34 @
Bio .32 (a 33 ►
do.
Mocha.None.
No.3 24 @
do.
No.4. 14 @
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred%\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber 17 @18
la21, all other 81 ** tb Sl>ruce.11 @12
tb.. 16 @16) Hemlock
American
.8 @10
Russia Hemp.19 @19j Box Sh'ks,(cash) 45 @58c
Manilla.17|@18| Clapb’ds, S ext .$14 a 10
P
30 @32
lloltrope, Russia. .19 a20 do.
do.
Manilla. 20^29) Shingles, Ced. ext.2J@ 3
do.
No. 12 @ 21
do. ext. Pine 3 a 4
p III,].SI 40*1 45
i.aiiis, >pruce.... 12>*a1 26
Drag* nnd l>ye»*
Duty p lb— Oil ( in wo- do. l*ine.1 26cl 2 uu
rn" n S2, Oil Altrnynda and Red (>ak Staves
9ij ,0,55
Otto tf /lose SI 50, Oii Mol. Hlid. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and * ll« ade.city 262a 2 76
t 'lores SI,
Hydriot!ate Sugar do. city.
do. do. c’try.l 25a 1 60
Potash “bc.Cantharides.
Mastic, Ipecac, Hh ubarb, GreenCo’y sa d 1 10t>a 1 20
Oil
Lemon,
Cardamons,
Country RilTMol.
Hhd.Shook*.. 1 3661 60
Anise and Orange, Iodine tlic, Toluand CrutU Slash.125 a 1 60

back. 8186.
Apply to Edmonst one, Allan k

80 there she stood, and sec me burn,
The good for nothing quean,
Alearetl the fire would ca*ch on hern,
For hern wascrinoleen.

Removal !

LOCUST

Ihity: 30 4*c ad ral.
New York, light. .30 @32c
do. md. wts.. .32 @83
do. heavy.32 @33

100ft.$9|@

I>ehigh.10(g)
Franklin. 10$

morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Hiird Class. 835. First Class, 877 to 802—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn ticket* issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and

Of course I dropp’d the frying pan,
The fat was in the fire—
I screeched, and in Jerusha cum—
But daresn’t cum no nigher.

RAILROADS.

COLERAINE

Foreign lir.10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11
@11J

Whitcasb.lUg)

AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Lassen gers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*

To death how brief the passage is.

Hard, retail.f7 (£8

Sheathing.90 (gy
Exchange*
London—60a. 1 71'*$ 1 73
Paris.y 3 26^3 30

K<;(!'•»»
Leather.

do. slaughter. 34
Duty From Hr. Produc- Amer. < altskins. .81
es free, other foreign lli- Sl’ter Wax Leath.19
tumenous 91 10, all othl*ead.
er kinds 60c 4* toa.
Ihity Pig lie I> ft.
Ain. 1’ig 4>
Cumberl’d 4* ton. 910$

ONEofthe following first-class, powerful Steamers HIBERNIAN. NORTH

our Jerusha set,
serve to hide a bo.

..

<•.1—(Retail.)

Hail Line.

Weekly

.12

@13
Country.11a 12

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Unless, as

My riggin

Sperm.82 &3b

MONTREAL

The use of such a thingumbob
I’m sure I do not know;

do.
I.X. 16<a 16j
Coke.12%l2i

BUSINESS CARDS.

im’t..l3J@16

_dtf

“You've only bruk my arm.”

Platea^Cliar.l.C.tlwlii

ft.ll*@llj

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers atearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMMt Y A FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
11. B CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6. 18 3

For, when I sex—excuse roe sir,
I hope I've done no harm—
“Nothing perticnlairr,” set he,

br’daJO

Common.4|@44

ohn.
Suebec,

And once I tripped a Frenchman up—
It gin me such a fright;
We both cum down, and him on top—
I’ll say he was purlite;

uun

Steamships

Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.

dost going out to dine;
And cotch’d iny legs betwixt her wires,
And hern got cotch’d in mine.

11.

fa

follows:
Leave Brown* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESand
SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
DAY,
0 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at Rfclock. P. M
These vessels are flttroup with fine accommodation*
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maiue. Passage 86,00, including Fare and State

Ran foul of Madam Squires,

February

llou*.
ft.
•>ntg 5c
First Sort, 1802
14 @16
I ron.
place,
growth.
Ihity J‘ig and Stamp SO,
A alien.
Bar not exceeding $504*
ton value $17 4> ton, exlhity 10 4>c ad ral.
Pearl V
.8*@ 8$ ceeding $5o 4> ton $18,
tat......<*s 8j less than $ inch thick or
A pple*.
more than 7 inches icide,
Green pbbl.1G0@1 75
rounds less than 4 inch
Sliced V tb.btoQfiic
or more than 4 inches in
Cored 4» tb.6$ @6i
diameter, and squares
Unco red 4* tb.2
8
less than i inch or more
Bread.
than 4 inches square $20,
30
Railroad $12 60, Boiler
Duty
4>C.
Pilot 4> loo lbs.
96 $61 and Plate $26 4* ton,
Ship. 0 @ 6j Sheet 2@2if V tb and
Crackers per bbl. 8J@4
$3@6 4> ton.
Cracker*, 4> 100 36 @40c
*•
Batter.
Refined..4f @5
Swede.7 @ 7J
lhity 4c 4> lb.
Family 4> tb.22 @24c Norway.*.7^a, 8
Store.16 to. 16 Cast Steel.20 a 28
<irrniHii Steel_17 a. 18
Bean*.
Marrow 4> bush92 3762(*2 Engli*h|Blis.Steel.2o @21
Pea.2 t»@2 87 Spring.12@ 14
Blue Pod.2 87@2G2 Sheet Iron. Engl. 0 @ 7
Sheet Iron, Russia.18 @21
Candle*.
Rus
Duty Sperm and War 8c. do
Lard.
St ear me be, Tallow 2Jc
lb.
Barrel,
4>
4>
Mould %> tb.13Jc@14
n>.lijaiic

run a*

To get the ready hang of it
Was rather hard, at first;
I tripped up two old gentlemen—
Oh, how they swore and curs’d!

iv'imniiB, uu,

fast

for the 1’iikeo to

duty <J

is levied on ail merahanuise not imported direct from the
qf production or

“CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
and
“PARKERSBURG/’ Captain
Hokfm ah, w ill, until further notice,

’Twas just like what a cage is—
They call it crinoleen;
So I laid up my wages,
And bought me a machine.

lie

An additional

iu

LINE.

aud

splendid

The

Her comprehensive petticoats!
They was stuck out with wire.

Twill

Expresslycorrected

Port Inn tl itnd New York Stcnmcr*.

go.

*'
Stock 10
ad val.
Soft,
.4j&6
American refined 8$<5} 9c
Twine*
6
Ihttp 36 pc ad rat.
Kougli.5*i%
Tran.
Cotton Sail.96o!&100
Flax
.60 a 66
Duty 20c Jp lb.
llyaon. .76c(a£l
Haloing.60 tv66
Young Hyson. .75 u 1 Hemp "
_45 « 60
Oolong .7<* «80 India. 26a J3
Souchong.50 (%56
V u rniah*
Tobacco.
Furniture.£2 (a) 3
Duty: Leave*unman* nr- Coach.3j«, 5
ttired 25. alt other kind* Da mar.4
85 |>c ad rat.
Wnnl.
CsAIO’s beat
(%75c
fitting 18c p !h
do.
medium X> (%4>h
and under 6 Pc, over l«c
do.
common. 60 (0,452
to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
hal f lbs best br'ds. 78 (%80
9c p lb.
do. mcd.good 66 aTO Fleece.45 (a66c
do. ciimmon. .60 (a$2 Lambs.46 (*£68
Natural Leaf, lbs ?1 .a: lj
Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.1 kjm 2 Ihtty In bloekt or pi at
T in*
ljc, in theett 2c p ft,
Duty Pig 15c, Plate» 25 numufacturet <]f 30 Pc
4>c ad val.
•id vat.
Banca, cash.48c(S) 50 Pigs and slabs.6j(® 64
Straits, casli.47 (a49 Sheet S.osslmann. llfa.12

Pcitiand Wholesale Prices Current.

STEAMBOATS.

And, fora solemn warnin,
I now will let you know,
How’twas, one April mornin,
Your sister

the-markets.

therefore offer her with her perfections and
linnerleotions, for the sum of 60s.’’
If this speech is correctly reported, the man
must have been a humorist, in addition to his
othcrqiialilies. The account concludes with the
an hour,
statement, that utter waiting about
Thompson knocked down the lot to one Henry Mears for 20s and a Newfoundland doc';
they then parted In perfvot geod tew per—
Mears and the woman going One way, Thompson and the dog another.—[Chambers’ Book
of Days.

poetry._

ADDISON

r

W.

Federal and 106 Cangrett Streets,
BANrllLD.

BoStOb.

J. Fobbibtall eaa be fttaad el the above pleee
wly

JanR.

